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Perspective
ccording to the international
scientific consensus, to prevent
the worst climate damages,
global net human-caused carbon dioxide
emissions need to fall by about 45 per
cent by 2030, reaching net zero around
2050. The planet will keep heating if
global emissions remain more than zero.
several countries have announced
pledges to achieve net-zero emissions
over the coming decades. But the
commitments by governments to date –
even if fully achieved – fall well short of
what is required to bring global energyrelated carbon dioxide emissions to be
net zero by 2050 and give the world an
even chance of limiting the global
temperature rise to 1.5 °C.
The united states, european union,
united Kingdom and Japan have
committed to net zero emissions by
2050. China, Russia and saudi arabia
have also set a target to achieve net
zero emissions by 2060.

Malaysia also aspires to achieve a lowcarbon footprint with the government
committed to reducing its greenhouse
gas emissions intensity by 45 per cent
by 2030 and achieving a carbon-neutral
nation by 2050.

a collective effort is needed to combat
climate change to achieve this dream.
Many corporations in Malaysia are also
geared towards this agenda. irrespective
of the size of organisations that
professional accountants work with and
for, they all have an important role in
helping their organisations meet
compliance targets and deploy climatefriendly strategies. Read more inside.

There were some noteworthy
developments in the country's tax
policies in the recent budget
announcement made by Finance
Minister Tengku Datuk seri Zafrul abdul
aziz. Read more inside.

another interesting advancement where
tax is concerned is the topic of tax
analytics. it has emerged a mindset
change of using historical business data
to unlock future opportunities.

Tax analytics involves using the granular
enterprise data a business already holds
to make more holistic enterprise
decisions and add value, rather than just
providing a retrospective view. it allows
one to look across datasets to spot the
outliers: the anomalies and
opportunities. it’s also a better
demonstration of good governance and
risk management. Read the article
inside for more on this topic and the
benefits of tax analytics.
every day we see the effects of the
pandemic around the world. it has
affected society’s normalcy, including
the economy and the financial market.
But some sense of order seemed to
have prevailed, and though the capital
markets are still somewhat
unpredictable, the global iPo markets
have bucked the trend and bounced
back. Malaysia has picked up the pace
last year and continues to resonate well.
Read more inside.
More must be done to improve the
prospects for professional accountants
in Malaysia to be on par with countries
around the globe. For more information,
read the article inside.
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Net Zero Emissions

ll of a sudden, everyone is
talking about a net zero
emissions target. The world
leaders’ push for action to address
climate change issues have led
many governments around the
world to set their net zero goals and
are taking steps to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions via the
introduction of emissions
programmes, carbon taxes and
incentives, and regulations on
energy emissions. The united
states of america, european union,

By MICPA's Technical Department
united Kingdom and Japan have
committed to net zero emissions by
2050. China, Russia and saudi
arabia have also set a target to
achieve net zero emissions by
2060. in Malaysia, the Government
has committed to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions intensity
of Gross Domestic Product by 45
percent by 2030 and achieve a
carbon neutral nation by 2050. in
light of this development, many
corporations in Malaysia are also
geared towards this agenda.

What does net zero
emissions mean?
The term net zero emissions is
often used interchangeably with
‘carbon neutrality’. it refers to a
point in time when humans stop
worsening the climate condition by
balancing the greenhouse gas
emissions produced and removed
from the atmosphere. once we
stop producing and emitting
greenhouse gas, the next urgent
action is to deal with all the past
www.micpa.com.my
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emissions released into the
atmosphere over the decades. in
short, the harm brought by humans
to the climate has to be reversed
and repaired. one of the primary
greenhouse gases in the earth’s
atmosphere is carbon dioxide (Co2)
which can be removed from the
atmosphere through ‘carbon sinks’.
While driving the agenda towards
net zero emission from now to the
target deadline, i.e. by 2050, the
emissions during this period will not
be completely removed from the
atmosphere. There are still some
emissions produced along this
journey to the target deadline,
hence it needs to be offset by
planting trees, acting on plastic
pollution in the oceans and
chemical pollution to soil. To avoid
a climate catastrophe, we must
lower greenhouse gas emissions
and simultaneously offset it by
carrying out a course of appropriate
actions. in this circumstance, fossil
fuels such as oil, gas and coal
should be phased out with a
simultaneous introduction of
‘renewable energy’.

numbers are always close to the
heart of professional accountants.
let’s understand this through a
numerical example. For instance,
take an organisation that generates
30,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide
annually. if it takes steps to reduce
its emissions through the use of
renewable energy and reduces it by
24,000 tonnes, the 6,000 tonnes of
carbon dioxide produced can be
offset by purchasing 6,000 tonnes
worth of carbon sinks in order to
achieve net zero emissions.

november - December 2021
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What is a carbon sink?
a carbon sink refers to things that
absorb carbon from the
atmosphere, such as soil, plants
and the ocean. These elements are
the largest carbon sinks in the
world and are important to counter
and tackle climate change as they
are able to keep the climate stable.
The ocean is one of the largest
carbon sinks and absorbs a quarter
of the carbon dioxide released by
humans into the atmosphere.
Phytoplankton, also known as
microalgae, lives and grows in the
ocean and is similar to terrestrial
plants as it absorbs the carbon
produced in the atmosphere. This
is the natural carbon cycle.
however, plastic pollution in the
ocean has destroyed this carbon
cycle. hence, it is important to
push for an end to plastic pollution
in order to protect the carbon cycle.
Plants are also carbon sinks.
Pursuant to the international union
for Conservation of nature (iuCn),
forests absorb about 2.6 billion
tonnes of carbon dioxide every
year. Deforestation has impacted
the carbon cycle. Felling trees
contribute to climate change
because it depletes forests that
absorb vast amounts of carbon
dioxide. The awareness of climate
change in recent years has helped
secure more than 100 countries
that have signed a pledge to protect
forests and enhance tree-planting
initiatives. soil also absorbs a large
amount of greenhouse gas
emissions each year, but it is also
under threat from chemical pollution
and food production. Currently,
humans are emitting more carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere than
the natural carbon sinks can
absorb. hence, we need to stop

damaging activities to eliminate
excess emissions in order to
protect and preserve our planet.
What is renewable energy?
Renewable energy refers to the
earth’s natural energy that is not
exhaustible, such as wind and
sunlight. This energy can be an
alternative to fossil fuels such as
coal, oil and gas and is less harmful
to the environment. humans can
make a change and reduce the
impact on the environment by
opting for renewable energy instead
of the use of traditional fossil fuels.
For example, the installation of
solar panels can help a house
owner reduce energy costs as well
as improve their standard of living.
This energy resource is more ecofriendly and helps a consumer
reduce their carbon footprint.
There are many other types of
renewable energy that can be used
by companies to protect and
preserve the environment:
•

•

•

•

Bioenergy: This is a renewable
energy derived from biomass,
which comes from living plants
and organisms. There are many
ways to generate this energy
such as harnessing methane,
burning biomass and etc.
Geothermal: This heat is
trapped underneath the earth’s
crust. a large amount of this
heat leaks to the earth naturally,
such as volcanic eruptions and
geysers. This heat can be used
to produce geothermal energy.
Hydroelectric: This energy also
called hydroelectric power or
hydroelectricity. it is a form of
energy that harnesses the
power of water in motion. For
example, water flows through a
dam to generate electricity.
Hydrogen: This is a clean fuel
that when consumed in a fuel
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•

•
•

cell, produces only water.
Today, hydrogen fuel can be
produced through many ways,
such as natural gas reforming,
electrolysis and solar-driven
and biological processes.
Ocean: The ocean can produce
mechanical and thermal energy.
The mechanical energy relies
on the flows of the tides to
generate energy and the latter
uses warm water surface
temperatures to create energy.
Solar: This energy is derived by
collecting radiant energy from
sunlight and converting it into
electricity or heat.
Wind: This is derived by
capturing wind flow through the
use of turbines and converting it
into electricity.

Why is net zero
emissions important?
The intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (iPCC) has shed
light on climate change. it was
reported that in the past three
decades, global warming has
continued unabated. according to
the united nations World
Meteorological organisation in
2018, the world is currently on track
to a temperature rise of 3 - 5°C
above pre-industrial levels by 2100,
which will lead to irreversible
changes to the global environment
and pose considerable economic
and financial challenges.

in light of this, the Paris agreement
aims to obtain a global response to
the threat of climate change by
controlling the rise in the global
average temperature to below 2ºC
above pre-industrial levels and to
pursue efforts to limit the
temperature rise to 1.5ºC above
pre-industrial levels. subsequently,
the iPCC presented the special
Report on Global Warming of 1.5ºC
which confirms that climate change
is already affecting people,
ecosystems and livelihoods all
around the world. it shows that
limiting warming to 1.5ºC is
possible within the laws of
chemistry and physics but would
require unprecedented transitions
in all aspects of society.

(Source: WWF, 2020)
www.micpa.com.my
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What is the role of
professional
accountants in dealing
with net zero
emissions?
Professional accountants have a
critical role in navigating the way to
achieve net zero emission targets.
Chief Financial officers (CFos) and
their financial functions are key in
providing such support to
companies and helping companies
progress towards net zero
emissions including:
•

•
•

•

•

raising and allocating funds
needed for adaptation;
providing information and data
to drive the reduction of
greenhouse gas emission
agenda;
embedding the reduction of
greenhouse gas emission in the
decision-making process and
devising strategies to achieve
greenhouse gas targets;
interacting with capital markets
to meet the targets; and
reporting performance against
greenhouse gas targets.

International development
The whole finance system plays an
important role in meeting this global
agenda. With the push of The
Prince of Wales's accounting for
sustainability Project (a4s),
accountancy bodies across the
globe have also pledged to provide
advice to help governments
establish policies and infrastructure
aimed at achieving net zero
economies. in addition, these
accountancy bodies have also
committed to providing their
members with support, including
creating guidance and generating
action to help achieve a net zero
november - December 2021
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economy, aimed at progressing to
net zero emissions by 2050. The
ultimate aim is to prevent a
worsening climate crisis and seize
opportunities in the energy
transition.
Malaysia’s landscape
in Malaysia, efforts in growing the
green economy, boosting energy
sustainability and transforming the
water sector have accelerated to
become the core of the country's
socio-economic development.
Professional accountants, as
trustworthy advisors to businesses
they work with and for, are
expected to be cognisant of
greenhouse gas emission issues,
assess their implications to the
business, manage the risk of
greenhouse gas emissions and
advise management diligently.
Currently, there are generally
accepted accounting principles for
greenhouse gas, one of it being the
‘Greenhouse Gas Protocol’ which is
a widely used standard to measure
greenhouse gas emissions. The
Greenhouse Gas Protocol
Corporate accounting and
Reporting standard sets the
requirements and provides
guidance for companies in
preparing a greenhouse gas
emissions inventory. a welldesigned greenhouse gas inventory
can serve a number of business
objectives, such as managing
greenhouse gas risks, identifying
reduction in greenhouse gas
emission opportunities, participating
in mandatory reporting
programmes, and participating in
greenhouse markets, amongst
others.

Greenhouse Gas Protocol
Corporate Accounting and
Reporting Standard
in order to help an organisation
progress towards net zero
emissions, professional
accountants are expected to have
an understanding of the available
protocol and standard.
Greenhouse gas emissions come
from a variety of sources. To
account for it, a company should
categorise it based on its source.
Pursuant to the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol Corporate accounting and
Reporting standard, greenhouse
gas emissions can be divided into:
•

•
•

Scope 1: Direct greenhouse gas
emissions that occur from
sources that the company
controls, such as boilers,
furnaces, vehicles, and etc.
Scope 2: These emissions
physically occur at the facilities
that generate electricity, heat, or
steam.
Scope 3: These emissions
occur from sources that the
company does not own or
control, such as purchased
goods and services; the
transportation and distribution of
products purchased or sold in
vehicles the company does not
own; business-related travel in
vehicles operated by third
parties, and emissions from
using goods the company sells.

FeaTuRe•6
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(Source: Greenhouse Gas Protocol – Overview of Greenhouse Gas Protocol scopes and emissions across the
value chain)
after obtaining a basic
understanding of greenhouse gas
emissions, a company can take the
following steps to establish an
inventory of greenhouse gas use:
Setting Boundaries
The first step is to set the
boundaries for counting emissions.
a company can opt for an approach
for consolidating greenhouse gas
emissions and then applying that
approach consistently. The
Greenhouse Gas Protocol
Corporate accounting and
Reporting standard suggests two
possible approaches for

consolidating greenhouse gas
emissions, i.e., equity share
approach and control approach.
Identifying Sources and
Measuring Emissions
after determining the boundaries
for counting emissions, the next
step is to identify the emissions
sources, such as usage of
electricity, natural gas, companyowned vehicles, etc.

analyse the gathered data and
information. The company can
perform the analysis in many ways.
one of the common analyses is to
compare over a period of time.
successful management of
emissions can demonstrate a
declining trend over time using
trend analysis.

Analysing Greenhouse Emissions
Gathering data on greenhouse gas
emissions is just the beginning of
this exercise. The next step is to

www.micpa.com.my
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How to Create
Accountability for Net
Zero Emissions?
Many investors are serious about
combating climate change and
supporting energy transition. There
is a need for companies to report
and inform investors whether their
investments are on track to achieve
a net zero target. in this
circumstance, carbon quotient
analytics can be used to coordinate
information for investors. hence, in
addition to an understanding of the
available standard and financial
data, the international Federation of
accountants (iFaC) supports the
use of carbon quotient analytics.
Professional accountants may
consider a new approach to
measure climate-related financial
risks by using the carbon quotient
analytics.
What is carbon quotient?
Companies and professional
accountants may adopt Carbon
Quotient analytics to measure,
manage and report climate-related
financial risk and track the

The Malaysian aCCounTanT

performance over time. Carbon
Quotient analytics leverages on the
information in the income statement
and balance sheet to create “what
if” scenarios such as, “what if” this
project has to be carbon neutral
today? Would it be profitable?
Would it be solvent? Companies
can perform an estimation of future
greenhouse gas emissions by
calculating and accounting for the
remaining useful life of existing
carbon-intensive assets, i.e.
emission-producing assets. instead
of looking at the past greenhouse
emissions, Carbon Quotient
analytics measures the unrealised
greenhouse gas emissions that
have already embedded in the
existing emission-producing assets
in the real economy.

The following diagram shows that
climate-related impact on expected
future cash flows can have
immediate financial consequences.
if the existing emission-producing
assets will be replaced at the end of
useful life, this reduces
replacement costs. if the assets will
be replaced prior to the end of
useful life, this gives rise to an

impairment of the assets.

Companies may use Carbon
Quotient analytics to identify,
assess and manage the potential
financial impact of the transition to
net zero, especially if it helps
companies assess whether longlived tangible assets will become
impaired or stranded. it also helps
companies prepare climate-related
financial disclosures on risk
management. Carbon Quotient
analytics can also be incorporated
into an organisation’s strategic
analysis to format a roadmap of
where and how the company will
compete in a low carbon economy.

The aspiration of Malaysia is to
become a low-carbon footprint
country. This goal is not an empty
dream. We need a collective effort
in combating climate change and
achieving the goal. irrespective of
the size of organisations that
professional accountants work with
and for, all professional
accountants have an important role
here in helping their organisations
meet compliance targets and
deploy climate-friendly strategies.

(Source: Carbon QuotientTM - Climate-related risks, opportunities and financial impact)
november - December 2021
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Major Budget 2022 Tax Hurdles for
Investing Fraternity to Circumvent
iTh the country having to
dig deep to fund its wide
array of pandemic
recovery efforts while resuscitating
its ailing economy amid a strained
fiscal condition, ‘creative tweaking’
of tax policies is almost inevitable
as a last-ditch solution.
Given that most tax policies are
often designed in a “you win some,
you lose some” manner, it is quite
understandable why the proposed
one-off Cukai Makmur (literally
translated as prosperity tax) or
windfall tax has received stiff
opposition from the investing
fraternity.

This is despite Finance Minister
Tengku Datuk seri Zafrul abdul aziz
attempting to justify that not more
than 250 of Bursa Malaysia-listed

companies will be impacted by the
prosperity tax.
in fact, he contended that over the
past two financial years—out of
over 900 companies listed on the
local bourse—only 113 companies
achieved more than RM100 mil in
pre-tax earnings.

in justifying the Government’s
decision to introduce the one-off tax
under Budget 2022, Tengku Zafrul
further noted that many countries
have permanently increased their
taxes for the near future.
“The uK, for example, increased its
corporate tax permanently, saudi
arabia increased its value-added
tax and indonesia increased the tax
bracket for individuals, especially
for the top earners, which has gone
up to 35%.

By Roy Chen

“Cukai Makmur, on the other hand,
only affects those companies
having more than RM100 mil
chargeable income. The marginal
increase in tax is only 9%.”

interestingly, Tengku Zafrul
revealed that Tenaga nasional Bhd,
axiata Group Bhd, Telekom
Malaysia Bhd – all of which are
government-listed companies
(GlCs) – as well as Top Glove
Corp Bhd have voiced support for
the one-off windfall taxation.
Very broadly, the cukai makmur
measure will surely complement
corporate income tax collection
which is expected to rise by +8.1%
to RM65.5 bil (2021e: +21.0% to
RM60.6 bil) as corporate earnings
improved further with the projected
continued real GDP growth next

www.micpa.com.my
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year of between +5.5% and +6.5%
after the rebound of between
+3.0% to +4.0% this year from the 5.6% contraction in 2020.

The rebound in 2021 corporate
income tax revenue from the 21.5% drop in 2020 was also due to
higher tax instalment payments this
year after the deferments provided
last year as part of economic
stimulus measures; and higher
collection from industries/sectors
that benefitted from and not affected
by the CoViD-19 pandemic, such
as gloves, pharmaceuticals,
banking and palm oil.

Severity of tax
measures
as a whole, cukai makmur can
potentially generate tax revenue of
RM3.9 bil based on feedback
obtained by CGs-CiMB Research
in a meeting with the Finance
Ministry’s (MoF)’s tax division to
discuss some of the Government’s
proposed tax measures under
Budget 2022 (research note dated
9 november 2021 entitled Clarifying
tax measures from Budget 2022).
“overall, we are neutral following
the meeting as the FBM KlCi has
declined by 2% to reflect the tax
concerns, while the estimated
potential collection from the one-off
prosperity tax of circa RM3.9 bil is
below our earlier estimated impact
on FBM KlCi earnings from this tax
of RM4.4 bil,” stated head of
research ivy ng lee Fang.
“however, this is offset by potential
additional tax revenue from the
removal of income tax exemption
on foreign sources income which
was not captured in our earlier

november - December 2021
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assessment on earnings of FBM
KlCi companies.”

The Government has estimated
that it could potentially collect
around RM1.2 bil from taxing
foreign source income received in
Malaysia in 2022F.

in its earlier reaction following the
tabling of Budget 2022 on oct 29,
CGs-CiMB Research has identified
banks, brewers, tobacco, utilities,
gloves, telco, auto, palm oil and
technology players as those likely
to be impacted by this tax (research
note dated 31 october 2021
entitled Budget 2022: Higher taxes
the key surprise).
Delving further on concerns
surrounding the taxation of foreignsourced income, CGs-CiMB
Research said it gathered that such
income will only be taxed if it is
remitted to Malaysia.

“This is likely to impact companies
with foreign subsidiaries that
consistently remit dividend income to
the investment holding company in
Malaysia,” opined the research house.

“however, the impact will be lower if
dividend income remitted is net of
tax at the source country as the tax
paid is claimable as tax credit. This
arrangement would address double
taxation concerns.”
To recap, income derived from
foreign sources and received in
Malaysia by residents will be subject
to income tax with effect from 1
January 2022. The income that is
taxable includes dividend income,
interest income, rental income and
employment income, among others,
which are revenue in nature.

Pros and cons
Beyond cukai makmur and foreign
source income, CGs-CiMB
Research further revealed that the
Government may raise additional
net revenue of RM400 mil from the
following Budget 2022 changes:
• a 50% rise in stamp duty rate
on contract notes for trading of
shares on Bursa Malaysia to
0.15% from 0.1%;
• abolishment of stamp duty limit
of RM200; and
• exemption of 6% service tax on
brokerage services related to
share trading.

“These changes are seen to be less
punitive on the stock market
compared to capital gains tax,”
noted the research house.
nevertheless, CGs-CiMB
Research in its earlier research
dated 31 october 2022 note has
expressed concern that the 50%
rise in stamp duty on share trading
(to 0.15% from 0.1%) would
dampen market velocity.

“We are negative on this, as it will
raise the transaction costs for the
trading of shares. We estimate this
could raise total transaction costs
from 0.18% to 0.32% of value of
trade of RM5 mil assuming
brokerage rate of 0.15%,” justified
the research house.
“This is because the increase in
stamp duty costs to RM7,500 from
a maximum value of RM200 more
than offsets the savings from
service tax of RM400.”

inevitably, the higher transaction
costs could push high volume stock
market traders to venture into other
stock exchanges with lower
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transaction costs and dampen
trading activities in the local market.
This is likely to be negative for
stockbrokers in Malaysia and Bursa
Malaysia.

elsewhere, CGs-CiMB Research is
positive on the Government’s
decision to raise the windfall levy
threshold value for palm oil from
RM2,500 to RM3,000 for Peninsular
Malaysia and from RM3,000 to
RM3,500 for sabah and sarawak.
With regard to the upward revision
of sabah and sarawak’s windfall
levy rates to match Peninsular
Malaysia’s levy rate at 3%
(Peninsular Malaysia which has
been paying a levy of 3% since
2008), the research house expects
the revision to be positive for
Peninsular Malaysia palm oil
players but neutral for east
Malaysia producers who stand to
benefit from the revision only when
crude palm oil (CPo) price
averages RM3,900 per tonne and
below.

Negative verdict
in general, the market does not fully
concord with Tengku Zafrul’s opinion
regarding the minimal impact of the
so-called prosperity tax.

“We estimate a worst-case impact
of up to 12% on corporate earnings
although this should be offset by
the positive spill-over to the broader
economy from the expansionary
budget proposals,” opined RhB
investment Bank’s head of regional
equity research alexander Chia.

“such a windfall tax is
unprecedented in scope and scale –

and should be categorised by
investors as a policy risk as well as
a negative from the perspective of
attracting new foreign direct
investments and regional
competitiveness, reflecting the
country’s narrow revenue bandwidth
and limited fiscal headroom.”
elaborating further, Chia is further
concerned that the stamp duty
increase on contract notes to
0.15% from 0.10% and removal of
the RM20 cap could dampen Bursa
Malaysia’s trading velocity.
“While the ongoing domestic
economic recovery story will be
supported by the consumer-friendly
Budget 2022, evolving policy risks
and the market’s adjustment to the
broad scope of the windfall tax will
add to market volatility,” reckoned
Chia.

“Given the overhanging external
risks and lack of a clear roadmap to
achieve further fiscal consolidation
going forward, we expect the
market to re-rate lower, even as
forward P/es (price-to-earnings
ratio) spike higher with downside
risks to Fy2022 earnings.”

nevertheless, Chia caveated that a
sharp pullback could be an
opportunity to re-weight into
recovery plays at lower levels,
including looking out for “bombedout” stocks. all-in-all, RhB
Research remained “overweight” on
sectors in the likes of banks,
healthcare, gaming, basic
materials, oil & gas, transport, and
logistics.
Reflecting earnings growth
overhang resulting from the windfall

tax and the potential of further
levies given the country’s tenuous
fiscal position, Maybank iB
Research trimmed end-2021 FBM
KlCi target to 1,530 from 1,720
previously.

“however, end-2022 FBM KlCi
target is a significantly higher at
1,710 reflecting an expected low
double-digit recovery in Cy2023
market earnings on a combination
of nominal GDP growth and expiry
of tax levy,” projected the research
house in a note entitled Malaysia
Budget 2022: Reinforcing the
nascent recovery (dated 31
october 2021).

Perhaps, Publicinvest Research
summed up the current tax policy
debate most eloquently in its
research note entitled Peoplefriendly, market-unfriendly (dated 1
november 2021):

“additionally (on top of cukai
makmur), the decision to raise
stamp duties on stock trading
contract notes may also take the
wind out of sails, further adding to
potential market misery. While
Budget 2022 is longer term
positive, given the expected
multiplier effects from the
expansionary spending, short-term
reaction is likely to be negative.
“The above aside (admittedly a
large hurdle to get over), Budget
2022 appears to have more
winners than losers, though the
latter is a little more skewed to the
larger-capitalised cyclicallyimportant benchmark index
heavyweights which may weigh on
market movement.”

www.micpa.com.my
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Revived IPO Interest in Malaysia
by Onn Kien Hoe, Partner, Corporate Advisory, Crowe Malaysia.

e

“Opportunities multiply as they are seized” – Sun Tzu
arly last year in 2020 saw the
world spiraling into chaos,
partly due to the disruptions
brought to our daily lives by the
CoViD-19 pandemic that has
affected many aspects of society’s
normalcy – including the economy
and the financial market. The whole
world scrambled to respond to the
unprecedented challenges of the
pandemic, both to public health and
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the meltdown in economies arising
from lockdowns imposed in many
parts of the world. it is therefore
heartening to note that despite all
the upheavals, there was some
sense of order that prevailed by the
2nd half of 2020. although there
was greater volatility in the capital
markets, nevertheless, the markets
managed to quickly regain its
footing even when the pandemic

continued to rage unabated. The
global iPo markets seemed to buck
the trend and had shone with
resilience. not surprisingly, the
buoyant global iPo markets
extends closer to home – with
Malaysia picking up the pace
amidst the pandemic in 2020 and
continued to resonate well into this
year.
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Current IPO Scene in
Malaysia
The number of new listings with 3
more months to the end of 2021 (at
the time of writing) stood at 241
listings, already surpassing last
year’s total 19 listings.
Nonetheless, it seems that much
more remained to be done to
achieve the projected 30 IPOs as
expected by the Securities
Commission Malaysia (“SC”) during
the chairman Datuk Syed Zaid
Syed Jaffar Albar’s virtual press
conference on the SC’s 2020
Annual Report early March this
year. For perspective, if one were to
backtrack historically in the last 10
years, the all-time high in a decade
was 30 IPOs as recorded in year
2019.
From the 24 companies listed, 5
are on the Main Market, 10 on the
ACE Market and 9 on the LEAP
Market. This year also saw the first
Australian Securities Exchange
(ASX) public listed company with a
secondary listing on Bursa
Malaysia – OM Holdings Limited, a
mining and trading of raw ores
company.
In terms of proceeds raised from
IPOs, the period for the year-todate 2021 raised RM1.3 billion as
compared to year 2020 of RM1.6
billion. The darlings of IPO for the
past 2 years - Mr. DIY raising

RM1.5 billion out of the total RM1.6
billion last year and credit reporting
agency, CTOS raising RM1.2
billion this year dominated
Malaysia’s IPO scene. Although the
proceeds were not as significantly
impressive as past mega IPOs on
Bursa Malaysia with the likes of
Felda Global Ventures and
Petronas Chemicals that raised
over RM10 billion, they created a
buzz for recent IPOs of any real
size in Malaysia’s market since
Lotte Chemical Titan in 2017 with
over RM3 billion.
Drawing close to the end of 2021,
there are also other upcoming
companies that could get
themselves listed by this year:Company
HARPS Holdings Bhd
MTT Shipping & Logistics Berhad
Senheng New Retail Berhad
Farm Fresh Berhad

Source: Securities Commission

The IPO performance has also
shown an encouraging result with
an average gain of 47.7%1 on the
first day of IPO closing price
against the listing price. Companies
listed on the ACE Market clearly led
the pack recording an average gain
of 61.6%1 whilst the Main Market
registered an average gain of a
mere 4.4%1. On the other hand, the
LEAP Market which is only
available to Sophisticated

Who are the Sophisticated Investors?
• High-net worth individuals with net assets > RM3 mil or gross
annual income > RM300k (RM400k if joint)
• High net worth entities with net assets > RM10 mil
• Unit trust, PRS scheme
• Capital Market Services License holder or its ED/ CEO

Investors, is sandwiched in
between the Main Market and ACE
Market and recorded an average
gain of 51.6%1 on first day of IPO
closing price vs. listing price.

The Surge in IPO
Interest
SC has reported that year 2020
registered an increase in retail
participation on Bursa Malaysia that
helped to create a healthy and
vibrant marketplace. Local retail
investors made up 32.4% of total
value traded, which is significantly
higher than the 5-year average of
21.4%. That year also marked net
buying in the local equity market by
retail investors surpassing the net

Nature of Business
Gloves manufacturer
Container liner shipping and logistics
Retailer of consumer electrical and electronic
products
Dairy farming, manufacturing and distribution

buying by local institutional
investors.

From the perspective of retail
investors, the pandemic seems to
steer the ordinary investors’ moneyat-hand to the equity market and
IPOs emerged as the new trend
that pique their interest.
This year the Main Market and the
ACE Market’s new listings have
seen oversubscription rates of
between 17 times to 155 times, an
indication of the rise in interest
amongst the retail investors in
IPOs.
1

Year 2021 up to 1 October 2021 data.
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Despite the continued uncertainty
over the economic recovery from
the CoViD-19 pandemic, what
could be the cause of the surge in
iPo interest in Malaysia?

since March 2020 with the onset of
the first Movement Control order
which brought the whole country to
a halt, the Malaysian Government
has introduced numerous stimulus
packages to steer the country into
recovery from the impact of the
pandemic. one of such measures
is the early withdrawal facility from
the employees Provident Fund
(ePF) that allow contributors to
withdraw their ePF savings
prematurely (with certain eligible
criteria) to cushion the temporal
effects of the pandemic.

according to Bank negara Malaysia
deputy governor, Datuk abdul
Rasheed Ghaffour, the scheme is
seen to have a positive immediate
impact on the real economy – either
being consumed or invested.
Further, industry experts noted that
the blanket 6-month loan
moratorium allowed from april 2020
saw it as an infusion of spare
monies for those who are not
directly impacted by the pandemic
– which also contributed to the rise
in the retail participation trend in the
equity market.
The current low interest rate
environment with BnM slashing the
overnight policy rate four times in
year 2020 itself also encouraged
the boosting of investments and
private consumption – an
environment that is supportive of
the equity market. The trend in the
past 10 months’ iPos had shown
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that iPos do perform fairly well
beyond their iPo issue prices for a
majority of new listings which
further fueled the participation of
retail investors in a bid to ride on
the wave of higher return
opportunity.
What about the attractiveness of
iPo from the perspective of
companies or businesses?

The relief measures to curtail the
damage from the pandemic
introduced by the Malaysian
Government such as the granting of
a 12-month waiver on listing fees
coupled with sC’s swift response in
continuously establishing a wide
array of regulatory initiatives,
flexibilities as well as relief
measures provided capital market
participants with confidence
towards market stability and
continuity amidst the pandemic.
low interest rates also meant lower
borrowing costs for borrowers but
banks generally have been
cautious over loan approvals, in
particular, for businesses due to the
lack of long-term visibility of
business conditions and the rate of
recovery from the pandemic. iPos
therefore would present an
opportunity to attract companies
that would widen its ability to raise
funds more efficiently. The capital
market is still a key source of
financing and iPos allow firms to
raise funds for expansion and
improve their corporate standing.

Will the current iPo hype continue,
or will it eventually tone down? no
one will be able to predict the future
and time the market accurately – as

the saying by abraham lincoln
goes “The best way to predict the
future is by creating it”.

The process of iPo is a long one
and could be an arduous journey
for companies wanting to go for
listing. nonetheless, forwardthinking companies contemplating
an iPo should consider its
intentions and readiness to take up
the challenge in harnessing growth
by being a public listed company.

IPO Motivation for
Forward-Thinking
Companies
Companies get themselves listed
for many reasons - more often than
not, companies would want the
opportunity to grow their business,
wealth and further success. The
iPo presents an opportunity for
companies to steer towards that
success to gain a competitive edge
by being a public listed company
(“PlC”), with the typical advantages
being:1) Access to capital
Capital is the fuel for expanding
business operations or making
acquisitions. ease of access to
capital supply is the dream of every
business. Capital especially does
not come easy because lenders
and shareholders are concerned
with risk, return and repayment.

a successful listing could help
companies unlock access to
financing in meeting expansion
plans and goals. apart from funds
raised from an iPo, a listing
provides the PlC with an avenue to
continuously tap the capital market
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for future fund-raising activities
such as rights issues, private
placements, etc.

Creditworthiness to the lender is
usually higher if a company is large,
stable, profitable and has a good
track record – which would lead to
easier access to loans from banks.
2) Deployment of shares as
currency to undertake
acquisitions
Many large companies have grown
through acquisitions, be it for
availability of new products, service
offerings, wider market, or
acquisition of greater talent.
Being a PlC will allow it the
capability to offer shares as a
currency to facilitate acquisitions
and growth strategies.
3) Enhance profile, visibility, and
credibility
a PlC would generally receive
greater media coverage which
would be beneficial for the
company in raising awareness of its
products and services.
a listing also brings transparency
and efficiency in the overall
operations of the company with the
requirement to comply with various

disclosure and compliance rules
under an established regulatory
structure. hence, a PlC is
perceived to have a higher level of
transparency and corporate
governance that would improve the
reputation of the business and
brand with customers, suppliers
and employees.

investments. it allows shareholders
to transact the shares of the
company, sharing risks as well as
benefitting from any increase in the
organizational value.

4) Deployment of shares as
incentives for attracting and
retaining employees
it is often said that men follow men.
Men do not follow companies. Men
especially follow good leaders who
they trust that will bring them to a
new level of success.

Question to Ponder ►
Is IPO the right next
step for your
company?

Capable men need good incentives
to attain their personal goals. They
need to know the potential of the
company and how they can work to
realize their potential and the
potential of their employers. To this
end, stock options can be issued as
a powerful tool to align the interest
of employees with the goals of the
company.
5) Enhance liquidity
listing stimulates liquidity, giving
shareholders the opportunity to
realize the value of their

listed shares are also easily
tradable and could be accepted by
lenders as collateral, further
enhancing the ability of the
company to raise funds efficiently.

all things considered, bear in mind
that a listing is not just a bed of
roses that brings many advantages.
one should also consider the
drawbacks and to mirror these
against the company’s and
shareholders’ objectives for an iPo.
nonetheless, perhaps one could
view an iPo from the perspective of
treating the listing as an investment
in a long-term asset which has a
value – as intrinsic value due its
potential for future growth on
account of its listing status.

www.micpa.com.my
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Corporates Can Get Ahead of

the Game with Tax Analytics

Tax analytics can change a function viewed as a cost centre
into a strategic powerhouse.

a

couple of years ago, the
World economic Forum
estimated that by 2020 the
amount of digital data globally
would be 44 zettabytes – that’s 40
times more bytes than the number
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By Wolters Kluwer.

of stars in the observable universe.
international Data Corporation
(iDC) has predicted that by 2025
the datasphere will almost
quadruple, growing to an immense
175 zettabytes.

The challenge is how to harness
this wealth of information. in the
finance space, tax analytics has
emerged as one method of using
historical business data to unlock
future opportunities.
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What is tax analytics?
“Tax analytics involves using the
granular enterprise data a business
already holds to make more holistic
enterprise decisions and add value,
rather than just providing a
retrospective view,” explains andy
hung, segments Director, CCh
integrator, Tax and accounting, asia
Pacific, at Wolters Kluwer.
“it’s a shift from the traditional tax
function, which is mostly focused
on how much tax a company needs
to pay. it’s a change in mindset for
tax professionals from what they
need to know, to becoming a
strategic partner to the business.”
says Kim olsen Ca, Wolters
Kluwer’s head of Product,
enterprise software, Tax and
accounting, asia Pacific: “This is a
positive shift for tax professionals
because they can do more with the
data they have. They can leverage
their analytical skills and their deep
knowledge of regulatory
requirements, so it plays into the
natural mindset of a tax
professional.”

From reactive to
proactive insights
once your tax data is on a platform
such as CCh integrator, tax teams
and advisers can interrogate the
data for trends, model tax
scenarios, project the impact of
different business decisions on a
future tax position, and provide

insights into commercial levers for a
business. The information can be
viewed and presented using
business intelligence and
visualisation tools such as Microsoft
Power Bi and Qlik.
“Without the tools and technology
software we have today, a team of
people looking at data at this level
of detail would take months,” olsen
says.
“Tax analytics allows you to look
across datasets to spot the outliers:
the anomalies and opportunities.
it’s also a better demonstration of
good governance and risk
management. it shows your control
over the data.
“For example, accounts payable
and receivable make decisions
regarding tax. With tax analytics,
you can confirm they are making
the right decisions, and proactively
find and fix anomalies.”

adds hung: “Tax professionals are
the custodians of all that data and
CFos look to the tax team to be a
business partner. They look to them
to be sharp and insightful, to add
value beyond just doing the job.”

Tax analytics informs
strategy
“if i had to summarise in one word
what tax analytics can help you
uncover, it would be ‘efficiency’,”
hung says. “looking at the
operations, revenue and costs in
terms of tax efficiency can show

you how to run a business better.
you can find out your Roi [return
on investment] drivers on a
particular portfolio or transaction
type, and you can make more
profitable decisions.”

olsen saw this herself when she
worked in mergers and
acquisitions. “We often used to
model acquisitions – examining the
trends of the business we were
acquiring, and calculating the
implications for the overall tax
position. We didn’t have today’s
tools, so we used to manually make
our calculations in excel.
“The same is true of supply chains
and transfer pricing,” she adds.
“you can use analytics to calculate
the environmental impacts, or the
inefficiencies of operating across
borders, and find out if and where
you have tax leakage or risks.”

Multinationals and businesses
looking to expand overseas can
also use analytics to monitor in
which tax jurisdictions they operate
most profitably, to inform decisions
to mitigate tax risks, or choose
where and when to expand.

others might model the impact of a
tax legislation change, such as new
Zealand’s 2020 reversal of its 2011
depreciable asset legislation
regarding corporate real estate, or
india’s changes to corporate capital
gains tax on the indirect transfer of
indian assets.

www.micpa.com.my
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Ahead of the game
Tax authorities worldwide have
made no secret about their
intentions to ramp up
digital transformation
to improve
compliance and track
tax almost in real
time. Tax authorities
such as the australian
Taxation office and
new Zealand inland
Revenue have already
announced the industries and
expenses they intend to target.
actively monitoring and managing
the company’s tax position can help
reduce those ‘please explain’
conversations with the tax office.
“Tax authorities may say they want
to get data directly from eRP
systems, but we all know that lots
of work goes into translating eRP
system data into a tax position,”
says olsen.

“however, in the future, the tax
authorities may be able to send a
pre-completed corporate tax return.
at that point, you’ll want to know
ahead of time what the tax authority
thinks your tax position is. it is
easier to stay in front of where the
tax authority thinks you’re going to
be – even for PayG payments.”
adds hung: “you can spend
months after lodging a tax return
answering the tax authority’s
questions. if you have done your
tax analytics, you will be able to tell
a story to explain how you’ve
proactively managed your tax. you
can, to a certain extent, pre-empt
the tax authority’s questions so,
again, it improves efficiency. The
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more you know, the better prepared
you’re going to be.”
Andy Hung, Wolters
Kluwer.

“You can
spend
months
after
lodging a
tax return
answering the tax
authority’s
questions.”
Andy Hung,
Wolters Kluwer
The benefits of
tax analytics
To do tax analytics well, the finance
team needs to move away from
multiple spreadsheets and
disparate ‘sources of truth’ to
shared, online management and
storage of their tax data and
embedding a Bi solution into the
process to analyse the data.
This lets tax professionals
interrogate the same dataset,
knowing the data is accurate and
up to date. yet while the
advantages for companies with tax
teams in different locations or
countries is clear, tax analytics isn’t
a tool only for large multinationals.

“Multinationals can definitely benefit
from using tax analytics, but it’s
also really good for mature
businesses looking for new
opportunities for growth,” olsen
says. “in fact, everyone can benefit

but some have deeper pockets, so i
would advise businesses to see
what’s available at their price point.”

“Multinationals can
definitely benefit from
using tax analytics, but
it’s also really good for
mature businesses
looking for new
opportunities for
growth.” Kim Olsen
CA, Wolters
Kluwer
Kim Olsen
CA, Wolters
Kluwer.

accounting
and
professional
services firms
may already use tax
platforms to manage and file tax
returns. For them, tax analytics
could be a way to differentiate
themselves and provide another
value-add service that moves client
conversations from purely
transactional to strategic.

“What does your business value? if
you look at your KPis and metrics
and you value efficiency, there’s a
business case for tax analytics,”
says hung. “you might need to find
out how to use limited resources in
smarter ways. Big or small, data
analysis is valuable and does
provide high Roi.”

Copyright Chartered Accountants
Australia and New Zealand (CA
ANZ). Contact CA ANZ for
permission to reproduce this article.
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Future Prospects

for Professional
Accountants in
Malaysia

a

By Dr Shafi Mohamad
s Malaysia aspires to
become a high-income
nation through the shared
Prosperity Vision 2030 and the
Twelfth Malaysia Plan 2021-2025,
the accountancy profession has its
work cut out on the question of
remuneration levels. The salaries of
Malaysian professionals including
accountants are generally low when
compared with those in the region’s
more developed economies like
australia, new Zealand, and
singapore. This is due to a variety
of factors including the less-thanrobust economy in Malaysia, the
uncertain economic climate globally
post-pandemic, inward looking
tendencies, and low client fees.
Malaysia risks losing more
accounting professionals to other
developed countries in the region if

this issue of lagging salaries is not
addressed seriously. This is a
challenge that both the government
and the accounting profession need
to tackle head on given that the cost
of living in Malaysia is also rising. it
is important to note that a company
does not just lose staff to its
competitors, its employees leave to
join other industries and companies
overseas as higher salaries are
available for the same jobs.
The way salary surveys are
conducted in Malaysia needs to be
revisited. Most of the time
companies benchmark their
remuneration schemes by looking at
what other companies in the same
industry are paying and form their
own conclusions. This mode of
conducting salary surveys is very
mechanical and does not take into

consideration other factors like
inflationary pressures as well as
what other companies outside their
industry are paying. This situation is
compounded by the fact that other
professions like medicine,
information technology and
engineering also suffer from low pay.

This may be a contributing factor
why Malaysia’s economy has not
grown as fast as its regional rivals
in asean and we remain stuck in
the middle-income trap.
Furthermore, after the recent
economic downturn brought about
by the CoViD-19 pandemic,
companies tend to be more prudent
by keeping a tight rein on their
operational costs. These problems
are in turn aggravated by a
generally low client fee base in
Malaysia which in turn affects the
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ability of companies to pay their
accountants a better remuneration
package. studies have shown that
professional accounting fees in
Malaysia are lagging regional
counterparts since there is pressure
to tightly control costs as the
Malaysian cost structure has
historically been seen as a
competitive advantage vis-a vis our
regional rivals in asean and has
been deliberately employed as a
selling point to attract foreign direct
investment (FDi) to Malaysia.

This problem has been
exacerbated by the weaker ringgit
which has made the salaries of
Malaysian accountants even
smaller than those of their regional
counterparts since presently the
currencies of singapore, australia
and nZ are much higher than the
Malaysian ringgit. From a situation
of parity with the singapore dollar
at separation in 1965, today one
ringgit is only equal to about 32
singapore cents. The problem of
lagging salaries has also become a
key factor in accelerating the brain
drain of talent out of Malaysia. The
exodus of talent overseas will stunt
the growth of the accounting
profession in Malaysia. With a
population of 33 million, it is
conservatively estimated that more
than one million Malaysians now
work overseas with singapore
being a major beneficiary of
Malaysian-trained talents with some
460,000 Malaysians currently
working in the island state.

ironically, the abilities and skillset of
Malaysian accounting professionals
may have inadvertently contributed to
this exodus. Malaysian accountants’
training and exposure to the very
latest international Financial
Reporting standards (iFRs) makes
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them very marketable internationally
and has also contributed to the
demand for Malaysian accounting
professionals overseas.

ultimately the salary problem
cannot be addressed with knee-jerk
solutions. it needs a well thought
out and all-encompassing strategy
taking into consideration the longterm impact on the accounting
profession and the capital market.
This must be considered from
various perspectives including
government policies affecting
workers either directly or indirectly.
Therefore, all the relevant
stakeholders including the
government must work together to
ensure that accountants are not
excluded from Malaysia’s dream of
becoming a high-income nation by
the year 2030.

To retain existing numbers of
qualified accountants from leaving
for greener pastures, companies in
Malaysia must be more proactive
when devising retention strategies.
Resolving the problem of low
salaries will be tough as the
inherent problems are complex and
some are beyond the scope of the
accounting profession. in this
regard, it is important to keep in
mind the bigger picture since we
cannot just increase the salaries of
accountants and ignore the rest of
the workforce. in Malaysia, most
positions in companies are graded
and accountants, sales managers,
marketing managers and
manufacturing managers are all
classified under similar grades.
salaries of all managers must be in
tandem with each other, and for this
level of managers’ salaries to
increase, the salaries for the lower
levels of employees must move up
as well. To solve this problem there

must be a total paradigm shift. all
parties who have a role in
influencing salary levels need to
work together since to improve the
salary of the managerial level, one
must begin by adjusting the salary
of the lower-level employees and
then work upwards. only then can
employees earn a fair salary.

as for the accountants, having an
accountancy degree is only the
starting point to get a job. one must
have the right attitude, willingness
to excel and learn new knowledge
and skill sets. in this regard, there
is no substitute for hard work and a
positive attitude. admittedly
attractive remuneration packages
offered by overseas employers do
attract Malaysian accountants to
work in other countries but there
are also other factors that
contribute to the problem such as
career and social aspirations.

additionally, accountants must
demonstrate to clients and
employers that they are able to
offer more than conventional
accounting services including
becoming strategic advisers. The
trend worldwide for the accounting
profession has been to move away
from being seen merely as number
crunchers to being strategic
partners in management consulting
roles. in this regard, Malaysian
accountants need to market
themselves better. in addition to
these moves, Malaysia’s income
base as a whole needs to be
raised, thus it is imperative for
Malaysian accountants to become
more productive by working harder
and smarter. For this to happen,
professional fees in Malaysia also
must rise to fund these increased
operating costs for employers. if the
bar for fees is raised to be in line
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with the more developed countries
in the region, then there should not
be any issue for wages of
accountants to move upwards in
tandem as well.

employee retention is key to
continued success for any company
regardless of size. aside from
better salaries and benefits, other
considerations include work-life
balance, training programmes with
clear paths for career
advancement, comprehensive
employee relations programmes as
well as the simple act of showing
appreciation to loyal employees.
The traditional mould of training
accountants which had its origins in
Great Britain during the late
19th/early 20th century, consisted
of articleship with a firm of
chartered accountants during which
time, the articled clerk (trainee
accountant) was gradually exposed
to a variety of increasingly complex
accounting and auditing tasks
under the supervision of one or
more seniors in the firm, eventually
rising to partnership over a number
of years if they proved themselves
worthy of the position. This tried
and tested model has been varied
and modified over the years but still
forms the core of the training of
future accountants right across the
Commonwealth and is widely used
in different variations in all the
anglo-saxon countries, and is
manifested by the different
professional accountancy bodies in
all these countries.
in most of the developed world,
accountancy has now moved to
become an all-graduate profession,
meaning the potential professional
accountant has to have an
undergraduate degree preferably in

the allied disciplines of economics,
commerce, or finance before signing
a contract of articleship with a firm of
chartered accountants to qualify as
a professional accountant.
Traditionally, the path to becoming
an accountant in Malaysia has
taken different routes with some
entering the profession straight
after school and taking the lCCi
(certificate) route, whilst others
have taken the Diploma route and
only a minority come into the
profession after first getting an
undergraduate degree. now that
the international Federation of
accountants (iFaC) is quickly
moving towards making
accountancy an all-graduate
profession, the Malaysian
government has responded by
proposing to amend the
qualification requirements for
Malaysian accountants.

The economic Transformation Plan
(eTP) first launched by the
government in 2010 emphasised
the need for Malaysia to create a
pool of resources to steer the
country’s aspirations towards
becoming a fully developed highincome nation. as part of this
strategy, the eTP Roadmap
highlighted accountancy, an integral
function for all businesses to
become one of the key drivers for
the eTP. however, as of 2020,
Malaysia still lacks the required
number of professionally qualified
accountants.
The eTP highlights those
developments such as market
deregulation and convergence in
financial reporting standards
worldwide have created
opportunities in which accountancy
services can be exported. The eTP

states that Malaysia must increase
the quality of its accountants and
develop specialised skill sets in
areas such as international taxation,
forensic accounting, and carbon
accounting to tap future growth
areas. That is why the government
wants all aspiring accountants to
hold a recognised professional
qualification before being admitted
to membership of the Malaysian
institute of accountants (Mia) - the
umbrella body for all accountants in
Malaysia.
The eTP targeted Malaysia to train
around 60,000 professionally
qualified accountants by 2020,
however as of april 2021, the
country is still short by nearly half
this projected figure as there are
currently only about 35,000
accountants registered with the
regulator Mia.

Generally, accountants in public
practice in Malaysia agree that
there is merit in introducing the
above requirements as whilst the
process of obtaining a professional
qualification is a long and difficult
journey, the knowledge acquired is
priceless and this move will
improve the overall quality of
accountants practicing in Malaysia.

since Malaysia also aspires to
become an international hub for
professional accounting education,
both professional bodies and local
universities should work together to
come up with winning strategies
that meet the needs of the country.
Dr shafi Mohamad PhD MBa
FCCa is a senior lecturer at the
school of accounting and Finance,
Taylor’s university.
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MICPA and AMC Group:
Reaching for Greater heights Through Collaboration

T

he institute has collaborated
with aMC Group through the
introduction of aMC’s ae Pro
audit software that is powered by
MiCPa’s audit Guide for
Practitioners (aGP).
This collaboration which was
announced at a virtual launch on
october 8, 2021 marks an
important milestone for MiCPa, as
the institute continues to foster the
adoption of digital tools and
ecosystem in the public practice
fraternity.

engineered by aMC synergy, inc.,
ae Pro is a cloud-based tool,
equipped with aMC Group
proprietary technology for Cascade-
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Driven Planning, intellectualised
Working Papers, and Computer
aided audit Techniques. The
intellectualised Working Papers
features artificial intelligence
technology that ensures audit
quality which never goes out of
style.

The collaboration has created a
healthy synergy in improving the
audit quality and efficiency of the
accounting profession as well as
supporting practitioners in the
growth of their practice towards
new heights.

Based on the audit Profession in
Malaysia 2018 report from the
Malaysian institute of accountants

(Mia), small and Medium
Practitioners (sMPs) in Malaysia
generally find it hard to meet the
increasing regulatory requirements,
resulting from the challenge of
collecting reasonable fees to
sustain an acceptable level of
service quality. This is a worrying
trend, as low audit fees can set off
a potentially vicious cycle of lack of
resources and poor audit quality.
one of the institutes’ principal
objects set out in the Memorandum
and articles of association is to ‘do
all such things as may advance the
profession of accountancy in
relation to public practice, industry,
commerce, education and the
public service.’ This collaboration
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with aMC Group is a cornerstone
that would provide value to more
practitioners.

novie Tajuddin, Chief executive
officer of the institute commented,
“Combining both our expertise –
aMC Group on the technology
front, and MiCPa on the technical
accounting content – it is our aim to
elevate the way accounting
practitioners conduct their audits,
by providing as much automation
as possible and facilitating the way
audit teams collaborate and work
on their engagements.”

he further commented, “it has
always been the institute’s goal to
advance the profession, particularly
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the sMPs who form a large
proportion of practitioners in
Malaysia. our Public Practice
Committee (PPC) has been at the
forefront over the decades,
organising activities for
practitioners, and in developing the
aGP – we are currently in the 5th
revision that has been regularly
updated to ensure it is kept up to
date with latest standards and
regulatory requirements. This
Guide is intended to provide
guidance on the performance of
audits of financial statements in
accordance with the approved
auditing standards in Malaysia and
to maintain the quality of audit
work.”

speaking of the collaboration, aMC
Group co-founder Ken lai said,
“Technology is an increasingly
important means to complement
human professionals. By helping to
automate mundane, repetitive and
non-judgemental work, practitioners
are able to free-up resources to
provide value-added services and
concentrate on work that help
clients grow their businesses.
For more information on the ae Pro
software, please visit:
https://www.amcsyn.com

www.micpa.com.my
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MiCPa accountancy Week 2021 – Keeping it Fun, Virtually!

M

iCPa accountancy Week
2021, the largest annual
intervarsity event held
primarily for accounting students

november - December 2021

across Malaysia, was recently
organised by the institute. The
event promotes the accountancy
profession and develops a

community of students who excel
not just academically but holistically.
The 22nd accountancy Week,
themed “The Cyber Accountant”,
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outdoors, executing
an engaging virtual
event was an
interesting
experience for both
organiser and
participants, but
suffice to say, the
institute pulled it off
successfully with
many happy
participants. More than
900 participants from
40 different institutions
joined in the various
competitions and
virtual talks.

was held virtually for the second
year running due to the pandemic.
unlike normal times when activities
can be conducted face-to-face and

it was also a good
opportunity for
participants to gain
more insights into the
professional
accounting
qualification jointly
offered by MiCPa and
Chartered
accountants australia
and new Zealand (Ca
anZ), which also
opens doors to the
Global accounting
alliance (Gaa). The
institute will be
launching its new
MiCPa Programme in
2022, which aims to
deliver a more futureand technologyfocused programme
to develop futureready professionals
with well-rounded
skills.

accountancy Week
launched in mid-september to allow
participants more time to prepare
for the virtual competitions such as
the Business Case Competition -

Diploma & Degree levels, ‘so you
Think you Can sing?’, accounting
Quiz Challenge - Diploma & Degree
levels, a virtual treasure hunt titled
‘Cyberhunt’, and a PuBG Mobile esports tournament co-organised
with the iiuM e-sports Club.

in line with the event theme ‘The
Cyber accountant’, a series of
virtual talks were held to provide
insights for accounting students into
some key areas of technology to
create awareness and interest as
accountants of the future must
embrace iT and harness it to enhance
and add value in the work that they
do. The topics covered were:
•

•

•

•

‘a Primer on Cybersecurity for
accounting students’ by Goh
ser yoong, Chief information
officer of Jewel Paymentech on
november 9
‘a Primer on Data analytics for
accounting students’ by eric
ong Beng seng - head of
People, Data analytics & audit
Partner, KPMG in Malaysia on
november 11
‘a Primer on iT audit & Fintech’
by Muazzam Mohamed –
MiCPa Council Member and
Ceo of Bank islam Malaysia
Berhad on november 18
a young MiCPa forum titled
‘Future Proof yourself’ featuring
young MiCPa members Jenani segarajah, Rafiq saiful
aznir, Roger loh and siti
nurbaya esa on november 17

Very much in line with the event
theme, it was an ideal time to
showcase the new MiCPa
Programme’s features in a virtual
info session held on november 10.
The Programme does not aim to
test students’ memorising skills but
sharpens their analytical and
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problem-solving skills through
coursework-based and open-book
assessments. These are the skills
that matter most for a professional
who is sought after for their
technical insights and business
acumen – someone who is looked
upon as an advisor to businesses
and serve the public interest.

The event closed with a bang
during a Closing and Prize-Giving
Virtual Ceremony on november 19,
2021 where excited winners were
awarded their prizes comprising
cash prizes and MiCPa Programme
scholarships for certain events.
The institute also organised a
Virtual networking session for the
winning teams on november 23 to
provide the students with an
invaluable experience of meeting
and mingling with representatives
from event sponsors who are
incidentally amongst the top
employers in Malaysia – BDo,
Crowe, Deloitte, ey, KPMG, ler
lum advisory services and PwC.
The participants truly had an
enriching experience. nayli
Farzana Binti Rafie of Team
Chachacha, Champion of the
Business Case Challenge – Degree
level from uiTM Puncak alam
shares, “Being a part of
accountancy Week was such a
great journey for my team. We did
our best, and all the hard work paid
off. Winning was amazing, but to
get the MiCPa Programme
sponsorship made it even sweeter.”
Goh Zhongji from universiti Putra
Malaysia’s Team harbingers was
1st Runner up in the Cyberhunt
competition found teamwork to be
the key contributor to their success.
“although it was challenging, we
worked as a team and focused on
doing our best. The questions
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tested our knowledge, creativity
and agility. While having fun, we
managed to learn something new
through this competition.”

The winners for the competitions that
took place during the MiCPa
accountancy Week 2021 are as
follows:
Accounting Student Quiz
Challenge – Diploma Level
Champion
Team Bidadari syurga, Politeknik
sebarang Perai
1st Runner-Up
Team DaPTPKs G, Politeknik
Kuching, sarawak
2nd Runner-Up
Team DaPTPKs F, Politeknik
Kuching, sarawak
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Business Case Challenge –
Degree Level
Champion
Team ChaChaCha, uiTM Puncak
alam
1st Runner-Up
Team The empowered, universiti
Tenaga nasional
2nd Runner-Up
Team sM enT, universiti utara
Malaysia
CyberHunt
Champion
Team The empowered, universiti
Tenaga nasional
1st Runner-Up
Team harbingers, universiti Putra
Malaysia
2nd Runner-Up
Team Fantastic 4, universiti Malaya

Accounting Student Quiz
Challenge – Degree Level
Champion
Team Fantastic 4, universiti Malaya
1st Runner-Up
Team ladybugs, universiti
Malaysia sabah
2nd Runner-Up
Team let’s Go, universiti Malaya

E-Sports: PUBG-Mobile
Champion
Team invictus, uiTM Perak
1st Runner-Up
Team The Gigih, universiti Tenaga
nasional
2nd Runner-Up
Team 4DaTPeRson, Politeknik
sultan azlan shah

Business Case Challenge –
Diploma Level
Champion
Team TaC Dihatiku, uiTM sabah
1st Runner-Up
Team Calculatros, uiTM Tapah,
Perak
2nd Runner-Up
Team DaPTPKs a, Politeknik
Kuching, sarawak

‘So You Think You Can Sing?’
Singing Competition
Champion
Dayangku ellieyna natasya, uiTM
Kota samarahan
1st Runner-Up
harith Bin habib, uiTM Kota
samarahan
2nd Runner-Up
Fatihah Juhimin, uiTM Kota
samarahan
For more info on the new MiCPa
Programme, please contact the
Marketing Department at
info@micpa.com.my or visit
www.micpa.com.my.
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Upcoming Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Programmes
It is an integral part of the Institute to conduct CPD Programmes to enhance the skills and knowledge of the members. Our training covers a wide range of
areas, including auditing, financial reporting, tax and more. The following CPD Programmes have been planned:
Programme Title

Speaker/s

Dates

Time

Type

Fees

MFRS 15 and MPERS 23 & MPERS 34 –
Accounting for Property Development Activities and
Construction Contract

Ms Oh Ai Sim

December 27 & 28,
2021

09:00 a.m. – 05:00 p.m.

Webinar

MICPA/CAANZ Members:- RM600.00
Non-Members:- RM800.00

Year End Matters Under the Companies Act 2016/
Company Virtual, Hybrid and Physical AGM Meetings

Ms Jessica Liew

January 6, 2021

09:00 a.m. – 05:00 p.m.

Webinar

MICPA/CAANZ Members:- RM360.00
Non-Members:- RM480.00

-

All courses listed are subject to updates and changes
If you are interested, head to https://www.micpa.com.my/calendar/training/ to download the course brochures.
For more information, please contact the CPD Department: Tel No: 03-2698 9622 (extn: 206) or email: cpd@micpa.com.my

Check out our website for the latest CPD Programmes by scanning this QR code.
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T

he young MiCPa Task Force
that is chaired by Datuk
Peter lim Chu Guan was
actively involved in many activities
and events throughout the year.
The Task Force’s main focus on
events targeted towards the
younger members of the institute,
events for MiCPa candidates, and
student outreach activities. all this

Young MICPA
Highlights of 2021
by The Young MICPA Task Force
was done with the objectives of
building a strong network amongst
the younger members, supporting
MiCPa candidates in their pursuit of
the MiCPa Programme, and to
promote the MiCPa brand and
professional programme to build
the pipeline of future MiCPa
members.

young MiCPa events take a more
informal approach and welcomes
young members and candidates to
be involved and be part of the
planning of activities. Below are
some of the events that could not
have been effectively conducted
without the support of our amazing
young MiCPa members.

Flagship Events by Young MICPA Task Force
Young MICPA Coffee Talk Series
1) Title: Good Time for Investment
Date & Time: april 7, 2021
speakers: aaron Tang, Country Manager – Malaysia of
luno & Wong Wai Ken, Country Manager - Malaysia of
stashaway
Moderated by: nicholas yap, young MiCPa Task Force
Member & CFo of Parkit

This session explored the state of global, regional and
local markets, investor sentiments, the hype around
cryptocurrencies and most importantly, answered the
question of whether it is actually a good time to invest.

www.micpa.com.my
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2) Title: Corporate to Startup: Beyond the COVID Era
Date & Time: october 27, 2021
speakers: annamalai, Founder of hariGaji and
Vivienne & Jiunn, Founder of Granos
Moderated by: nicholas yap, young MiCPa Task Force
Member & CFo of Parkit

Young MICPA Annual Forum:
A Smarter Business

a flagship event, The young MiCPa annual Forum
titled ‘a smarter Business’ was held on July 29. The
Forum boasted an impressive lineup of panelists that
comprised:
• Clarence leong - Ceo, easy Parcel (a.k.a
exabytes Venture)
• Darrel ang - Chief Business Development officer,
CapBay
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This session examined why our speakers took the leap
from corporate to startup, their challenges starting the
company, surviving through CoViD-19 and their
outlook-post CoViD-19. it also answered the question
if creating a startup is actually worth it.

•

Rico Pang - Co-founder and Global Managing
Partner, sanctum Global Venture

This info-packed forum was hosted by the Task Force’s
alternate Chairperson, husna hamid and moderated
by Task Force Chairman, Datuk Peter lim. The session
delved into technologies that could re-engineer,
automate and infuse intelligence across key business
functions and explored aspects of blockchain
technology for an efficient business model.
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Sessions Exclusively for MICPA
Candidates
1) MICPA Programme Module Insights Series
This series was specially formulated for MiCPa
Candidates to hear from MiCPa graduates or current
MiCPa candidates who have excelled in the
Programme modules as Gold Medal or Merit award
winners sharing their study tips and insights into
tackling the module successfully. They also spoke
about the benefits of being a member of MiCPa and
Ca anZ upon completion of the Programme.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Term 1, 2021 - Financial accounting & Reporting
Module (March 30) by lim Pei Fen
Term 1, 2021 - Management accounting & applied
Finance Module (april 1) by Jenani segarajah
Term 1, 2021 - Capstone Module (april 12) by ace
Tan & Terry hoong
Term 2, 2021 - Taxation Module (June 23) by Wong
Boon Kin & Wong Jen shaun
Term 2, 2021 - audit & assurance Module (June 28)
by Wong Boon Kin & ace Tan
Term 3, 2021 - Financial accounting & Reporting
Module (september 29) by neo Moon Wei
Term 3, 2021 - Management accounting & applied
Finance Module (october 8) by Baldeep Kaur
Term 3, 2021 - Capstone Module (october 8) by siti
nurbaya Bt esa & Bryan yap

www.micpa.com.my
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2) MICPA Candidate Mentoring
Session (June 17)
MiCPa candidates had the chance
network with young MiCPa Members
who shared career insights and advice
on completing the professional
qualification. it was a very fruitful
session for them as they learned so
much from their seniors comprising
young MiCPa Task Force members Datuk Peter lim, husna hamid,
Rozairee othman, Rafiq saiful aznir
and Beh Chun Chuan.
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3) MICPA Candidate Motivational Session: Inspired to Achieve (October 26)
our young MiCPa Task Force Members, sangeetha selladurai & Mohd nurhakimi Fitri shared their real life
experiences undertaking the MiCPa Programme, how they managed work along with study and taking exams,
dealing with challenges and much more.

4) MICPA Programme Orientation Sessions
young MiCPa members are involved in sharing their
journey through the MiCPa Programme with new
candidates who are about to embark on their first
module in an orientation session organised by the
institute. The young members shared their experience,
advice and some practical tips on how they tackled
each module and preparing for the assessments. They
also inspired the new candidates to look forward to an
exciting future ahead as a fully qualified professional by
sharing their anecdotes of career experiences and how
the Programme equipped them and opened doors of
opportunities for them.
• Term 1, 2021 (January 16) - sin Fang yun
• Term 2, 2021 (May 22) – Tan Pei Ji
• Term 3, 2021 (august 28) – Rachel Cheok
Involvement in Student Outreach Activities
Many young MiCPa members and candidates worked
closely with the institute and spent their time sharing
their knowledge with accounting students through the
various events organised by the institute.
• UPM Student Talk on Transfer Pricing (Jan 13) yam Bing Jing
• ANZ Summer Break Programme talk (Jan 16) sangeetha selladurai
• UNIMAS Accounting Week- MICPA Sharing
Session (Feb 26) - yam Bing Jing & leah abigail
• MASC Dinero Charisma Challenge Judges (March
5) – liza Tan, Mohd nurhakimi, Mabel Tan Chih
Chean & Kamal hadi

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

International Women’s Day Forum (March 8) Moderated by alternate Chairman of young MiCPa
Task Force, husna hamid
UKM Accounting Week- MICPA Sharing Session
(March 23) - Mohammad azrul ashraf & Mohd
hazim Md lani
MICPA- CAANZ Forum: Map your Global Career
(March 25): sin Fang yun, sandra sim, Moo sook
Kuan & moderated by Darvyind Kurup
UUM Student Event: your Career Journey sharing
(april 3) by MiCPa Member – Roger loh Kit seng
Politeknik Guest Lecture on MFRS 16 (April 6) Mohd nurhakimi
Sunway University - MICPA Member Sharing (April
24) - by Roger loh Kit seng
Charting Your Chartered Accounting Pathway
Sharing Session (May 7) - Reena awliyatul
Microsoft Office Tools: Ms excel (June 29) - Roger
loh Kit seng
Taylor’s College Outreach Session featuring MICPA
Member (July 16) - Roger loh Kit seng
MICPA Programme Outreach Session with RMIT
(July 17) - Rachel Cheok & Chiew Pui Teng
Financial Management for Students (August 17) syafiqah Mohd sakri
IIUM BACC Business Case Competition (August
28) opening speech - Rafiq saiful aznir
IIUM BACC Business Case Competition
(September 4) opening speech & Judge for Final
Round - husna hamid
UoWMKDU Penang Accounting Passion
Discovering Challenge: Riding the Fintech Wave
Talk (September 4) - yvonne lai
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•

•
•

•
•

Accounting Passion Discovering Challenge Judges
(September 4) - Wong Boon Kin & liza Tan
MICPA Student Accounting Symposium (September
7 & 8) – sangeetha selladurai, Toh yi Jean,
ashwyn azlan, Bryan yeap & hazmi salihudin
MMU CAC Virtual Sharing Session - skills to Future
Proof your Career - Roger loh & loh sook Peng
MAFC-MICPA Case Study Competition 2021
(September 11) Final Round Judging - sangeetha
selladurai, Beh Chun Chuan,yam Bing Jing &
hafizah shariff
MICPA- BASF Virtual Talk: Professional
enhancement Journey (september 22) - Rafiq
saiful aznir
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•
•
•

MICPA-IIUM Alumni Challenge Sharing Session
(October 9) - Muhammad ikmal Bin Razali & nor
Faten hasbulah
The MICPA Accountancy Week 2021: The Cyber
Accountants – Young MICPA Forum:’ Future-Proof
Yourself’ featuring Jenani segarajah, Rafiq saiful
aznir, Roger loh & moderated by siti nurbaya esa
MICPA-MAZARS Excel Series (Data analytics &
Visualisation, iFRs 9, Business Valuation and
Financial Modelling) - Roger loh Kit seng.
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The young MiCPa Task Force is
pleased to share that all these
virtual sessions received
encouraging response by
participants from various
backgrounds university students,
MiCPa candidates and young
professionals. The Task Force is
committed to bringing more
valuable and informative sessions
next year to young MiCPa
members and aspiring young
professional accountants out there,
so stay tuned!
To young members that would like
to get involved and contribute do
join the young MiCPa Community.
Register your
interest by
scanning the
QR Code
below and we
will get in touch
with you.
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MASB Update
New Chairmanship at Helm of
FRF and MASB as of 1st July
2021

The Minister of Finance Malaysia,
yB senator Tengku Datuk seri

utama Zafrul bin Tengku abdul aziz
has appointed Dato’ Zainal abidin

Putih as Chairman of the Financial
Reporting Foundation (FRF) with
effect from 1st July 2021. he

replaced Tan sri azlan Zainol

whose term as Chairman of FRF
ended on 30th June 2021.

on assuming the role, Dato’ Zainal
said “i feel very privileged to take
on this role at such a challenging

time for our profession. i am indeed
very grateful for the trust by the

Minister of Finance for this

appointment, and after leaving the

MasB as chairman 12 years ago, it
certainly feels good to be back. i

will do my utmost to steer the FRF
to continue to be effective in its

oversight function and in providing
advisory support to the MasB. i

know i have big footsteps to follow
that Tan sri azlan has left after 6

years of illustrious leadership of the
FRF.”

Dato’ Zainal is a Fellow of the

institute of Chartered accountants

in england and Wales (iCaeW), a

Member of The Malaysian institute
of Certified Public accountants
(MiCPa) and a Member of the

Malaysian institute of accountants
(Mia). he has more than 45 years

of experience in various capacities
in the corporate sector and was

Chairman of CiMB Bank Berhad

until his retirement in april 2020. he
is currently Chairman of land and
General Berhad, Touch ‘n Go sdn
Bhd and Tokio Marine insurans

(Malaysia) Berhad. he also sits on
the boards of Khazanah nasional

Berhad, Petron Malaysia Refining &
Marketing Berhad, as well as the

boards of several private limited

companies.

in welcoming his successor, Tan sri
azlan said, “i am confident that

Dato Zainal’s extensive experience
in the corporate world and his past
experience as MasB chairman

together with his vision, dedication,
and passion, would continue to
bring the FRF and MasB to a

higher level. equally, i believe

Datuk nasir who is no stranger to
the corporate world and now the
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chairman of MasB would certainly

help to bring further success to the
FRF and MasB”.

The MasB welcomes Datuk Mohd

nasir ahmad as the new Chairman
of MasB with effect from 1st May

2021. Datuk Mohd nasir took over

from encik Mohamed Raslan abdul

Rahman whose term ended on 30th
april 2021. The appointment, which
is for a three-year term, was made
by the Minister of Finance in

accordance with the provisions of
the Financial Reporting act 1997.
Datuk Mohd nasir is a Past

President of the Malaysian institute
of accountants and currently

Chairman of CiMB Group holdings
Berhad. he has vast experience in
the areas of leadership,

management, finance and

accounting which spans over 40

years. he also currently serves as
Chairman for CiMB Bank Berhad

and CiMB Bank PlC (Cambodia).

Datuk Mohd nasir is also a director

of Prokhas sdn Bhd, besides being
a Trustee of yayasan Canselor
uniTen, Perdana leadership

Foundation and CiMB Foundation.
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IASB Update
IASB Proposes Disclosure
Requirements to Enhance the
Transparency of Supplier Finance
Arrangements
The iasB recently published for
public comment proposed changes
in disclosure requirements to
enhance the transparency of
supplier finance arrangements and
their effects on a company’s
liabilities and cash flows.
supplier finance arrangements are
often referred to as supply chain
finance, payables finance or
reverse factoring arrangements.
The proposed targeted
amendments to the current
disclosure requirements are
designed to meet investors’
demands for more detailed
information to help them analyse
and understand the effects of such
arrangements.

under the iasB’s proposals, a
company would be required to
disclose information that enables
investors to assess the effects of
the company’s supplier finance
arrangements on its liabilities and
cash flows. These proposals would
amend ias 7 Statement of Cash
Flows and iFRs 7 Financial
Instruments: Disclosures. The
proposals complement an agenda
decision published by the iFRs
interpretations Committee in 2020.

The proposed amendments would
affect a company that, as a buyer,
enters into one or more supplier
finance arrangements, under which
the company, or its suppliers, can
access financing for amounts the
company owes its suppliers.

andreas Barckow, Chair of the
iasB said, “investors require more
detailed disclosures about
companies’ supply chain finance
arrangements as these funding
practices are becoming increasingly
common. The proposed
requirements are designed to give
investors the information they need
to assess the effects of such
finance arrangements on a
company’s liabilities and cash
flows.”
The exposure Draft Supplier
Finance Arrangements is open for
comment until 28 March 2022

IASB Proposes Narrow-Scope
Amendments to IAS 1 to Improve
Information Companies Provide
About Long-Term Debt with
Covenants
The iasB recently proposed
amendements to ias 1
Presentation of Financial Statement
to improve the information
companies provide about long-term
debt with covenants.
ias 1 requires a company to
classify a liability as non-current
only if the company has a right to

(www.iasb.org)

defer settlement of the liability for at
least 12 months after the reporting
date. however, such a right is often
subject to the company complying
with covenants after the reporting
date. For example, a company
might have long-term debt that
could become repayable within 12
months if the company fails to
comply with covenants after the
reporting date.
The proposed amendments
announced today would specify
that, in such a situation, covenants
would not affect the classification of
a liability as current or non-current
at the reporting date. instead, a
company would:
• present non-current liabilities
that are subject to covenants on
the statement of financial
position separately from other
non-current liabilities; and
• disclose information about the
covenants in the notes to its
financial statements, including
their nature and whether the
company would have complied
with them based on its
circumstances at the reporting
date.
The iasB expects that these
proposals will improve the
information a company provides
about non-current liabilities with
covenants by enabling investors to
assess whether such liabilities
could become repayable within 12
months.
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The proposals also address
feedback from stakeholders about
the classification of debt as current
or non-current when applying
requirements introduced in 2020
that are not yet in effect.
Consequently, the iasB is also
proposing to defer the effective
date of those requirements to align
with the proposed amendment.
The exposure Draft non-current
liabilities with Covenants is open
for comment until 21 March 2022.
IFRS Foundation Announces
International Sustainability
Standards Board, Consolidation
with CDSB and VRF, and
publication of prototype
disclosure requirements
as world leaders meet in Glasgow
for CoP26, the un global summit
to address the critical and urgent
issue of climate change, the iFRs
Foundation Trustees (Trustees)
announce three significant
developments to provide the global
financial markets with high-quality
disclosures on climate and other
sustainability issues:
• The formation of a new
international sustainability
standards Board (issB) to
develop—in the public
interest—a comprehensive
global baseline of high-quality
sustainability disclosure
standards to meet investors’
information needs;
•

a commitment by leading
investor-focused sustainability
disclosure organisations to
consolidate into the new board.
The iFRs Foundation will
complete consolidation of the
Climate Disclosure standards
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•

Board (CDsB—an initiative of
CDP) and the Value Reporting
Foundation (VRF—which
houses the integrated Reporting
Framework and the sasB
standards) by June 2022;
The publication of prototype
climate and general disclosure
requirements developed by the
Technical Readiness Working
Group (TRWG), a group formed
by the iFRs Foundation
Trustees to undertake
preparatory work for the issB.
These prototypes are the result
of six months of joint work by
representatives of the CDsB,
the international accounting
standards Board (iasB), the
Financial stability Board’s Task
Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD),
the VRF and the World
economic Forum (Forum),
supported by the international
organization of securities
Commissions (iosCo) and its
Technical expert Group of
securities regulators. The
TRWG has consolidated key
aspects of these organisations’
content into an enhanced,
unified set of recommendations
for consideration by the issB.

Together, these developments
create the necessary institutional
arrangements, set out in the
Foundation’s revised Constitution,
and lay the technical groundwork
for a global sustainability disclosure
standard-setter for the financial
markets. They fulfil the growing and
urgent demand for streamlining and
formalising corporate sustainability
disclosures.

The issB will sit alongside and
work in close cooperation with the
iasB, ensuring connectivity and
compatibility between iFRs
accounting standards and the
issB’s standards—iFRs
sustainability Disclosure
standards. To ensure public
interest legitimacy, both boards will
be overseen by the Trustees, who
are in turn accountable to a
Monitoring Board of capital market
authorities responsible for
corporate reporting in their
jurisdictions. The issB and the
iasB will be independent, and their
standards will complement each
other to provide comprehensive
information to investors and other
providers of capital.
Proven demand
Financial markets need to assess
the risks and opportunities facing
individual companies which arise
from environmental, social and
governance (esG) issues, as these
affect enterprise value. This is
driving significant demand for highquality information. investors and
other providers of capital want
global sustainability disclosure
standards that meet their
information needs. Voluntary
reporting frameworks and guidance
have prompted innovation and
action, although fragmentation has
also increased cost and complexity
for investors, companies and
regulators.

Many investors and regulators have
called for the iFRs Foundation to
build upon market-led initiatives
and to use its experience in
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creating accounting standards used
in more than 140 jurisdictions to
bring globally comparable reporting
on sustainability matters to the
financial markets.

The Trustees’ decision to create the
issB is informed by the feedback
received in their two public
consultations, discussions with
advisory groups, frequent dialogue
with the iFRs Foundation
Monitoring Board and with support
from iosCo and others.
Comprehensive global baseline
The issB will develop iFRs
sustainability Disclosure
standards, including disclosure
requirements that address
companies’ impacts on
sustainability matters relevant to
assessing enterprise value and
making investment decisions. The
issB’s standards will enable
companies to provide
comprehensive sustainability
information for the global financial
markets. The standards will be
developed to facilitate compatibility
with requirements that are
jurisdiction specific or aimed at a
wider group of stakeholders (for
example, the european union’s
planned Corporate sustainability
Reporting Directive as well as
initiatives in the americas and asiaoceania).

The G20 leaders and the Financial
stability Board have both welcomed
the iFRs Foundation’s work
programme to develop global
baseline standards for sustainability
disclosures.

Consolidating and building on
existing initiatives
Consistent with feedback received
through consultation, the issB will
build on the work of existing
investor-focused reporting
initiatives to become the global
standard-setter for sustainability
disclosures for the financial
markets. To achieve this goal, the
iFRs Foundation has reached
commitments with the CDsB,
whose secretariat is hosted by
CDP, and the VRF to consolidate
their technical expertise, content,
staff and other resources with the
iFRs Foundation. it is intended that
the technical standards and
frameworks of the CDsB and the
VRF, along with those of the TCFD
and the Forum stakeholder
Capitalism Metrics, will provide a
basis for the technical work of the
new board.

Recognising the urgency and the
desire to provide the issB with a
solid foundation on which to start its
work, the Trustees created the
TRWG—comprising
representatives from the CDsB,
TCFD, iasB, VRF and the Forum—
to provide recommendations to the
issB. The TRWG has concluded its
work on two prototype documents
published today—one which
focuses on climate-related
disclosures that build on the
TCFD’s recommendations and
includes industry-specific
disclosures, and a second that sets
out general sustainability
disclosures. The issB will consider
the prototypes as part of its initial
work programme.

Informed by expert advice
The issB will draw upon expertise
from several advisory groups.
Technical advice on sustainability
matters will be provided to the issB
by a new sustainability
Consultative Committee, whose
members will include the
international Monetary Fund, the
organisation for economic Cooperation and Development, the
united nations, the World Bank and
additional expert members drawn
from public, private and nongovernmental organisations.
The remit and expertise of the iFRs
advisory Council will be extended
to provide strategic sustainabilityrelated advice and counsel to the
issB, as well as the Trustees and
the iasB. Finally, the Trustees have
formed a working group to create a
mechanism for formal engagement
on standard-setting between the
issB and jurisdictional
representatives, including from
emerging markets (similar to the
accounting standards advisory
Forum, which fulfils this role for the
iasB).
The Foundation intends to leverage
the existing CDsB and VRF
advisory groups, which include
investors and other experts who
have demonstrated long-standing
support for improved sustainability
disclosure. as well, the Forum’s
private sector coalition will be
engaged. The Foundation also
intends to use the international
integrated Reporting Council to
provide advice on establishing
connectivity between the work of
the iasB and the issB via the
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fundamental concepts and guiding
principles of integrated reporting.
Global footprint
The issB will have a global and
multi-location presence. all
regions—the americas, asiaoceania and eMea (europe, the
Middle-east and africa)—will be
covered. engagement with
developing and emerging
economies will be an important
priority.

offices in Frankfurt (the seat of the
Board and the office of the Chair)
and in Montreal will be responsible
for key functions supporting the
new Board and deeper cooperation with regional
stakeholders. offices in san
Francisco, following the
consolidation with the VRF, and
london will also provide technical
support and platforms for market
engagement and deeper
cooperation with regional
stakeholders.

Based on expressions of interest
received, the iFRs Foundation will
engage without delay with Frankfurt
and Montreal to make the
necessary arrangements to enable
the issB to commence work early
in 2022. Further discussions will
continue with proposals for offices
from Beijing and Tokyo to finalise
the new Board’s footprint in the
asia oceania region. Timely actions
are needed to respect the urgency
expressed by iosCo and other
important stakeholders.
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Next steps
The Trustees are at advanced
stages in appointing a Chair and
Vice-Chair(s) to the issB. The
Trustees will commence shortly a
search for the additional board
positions, up to the full complement
of 14 members.

The issB’s work is expected to
commence as soon as the Chair
and Vice-Chair(s) have been
appointed and to begin with public
consultations to inform the issB’s
work plan and on proposals
informed by recommendations from
the TRWG. Following these
consultations, the issB’s work will
follow the iFRs Foundation’s
rigorous due process, including
public discussions by the issB of
feedback received to the
consultations and possible
improvements to the proposals
prior to their finalisation as
standards. The entire process will
be overseen by the Trustees’ Due
Process oversight Committee.
erkki liikanen, Chair of the iFRs
Foundation Trustees said,
“sustainability, and particularly
climate change, is the defining
issue of our time. To properly
assess related opportunities and
risks, investors require high-quality,
transparent, and globally
comparable sustainability
disclosures that are compatible with
the financial statements.
establishing the issB and building
on the innovation and expertise of
the CDsB, the Value Reporting
Foundation and others will provide
the foundations to achieve this
goal.”

Mary schapiro, head of the TCFD
secretariat said, “Development of
the issB’s global baseline will
deliver transformative change in
sustainability disclosures for the
financial markets. The TCFD
welcomes the formation of the
issB, which builds upon the
foundation of the globally accepted
TCFD framework and the work of
an alliance of sustainability
standard setters. The issB
represents a major step forward in
establishing consistent, comparable
global reporting standards.”

Richard sexton and Robert K steel,
Co-Chairs of the Value Reporting
Foundation Board commented,
“The announcement is a reflection
of the changed world we live in—a
world in which sustainability and
long-term thinking are increasingly
at the heart of business and
investor decision-making. This is a
transformation that both the iiRC
and sasB helped lead, made
possible by the many thousands of
stakeholders who volunteered time
and offered resources to develop
the integrated Thinking Principles,
integrated Reporting Framework
and sasB standards that are today
used by businesses and investors
around the world. The Value
Reporting Foundation Board
believes the consolidation
announced today will help deliver
effective disclosures to drive global
sustainability performance. We
count on your continued
collaboration as we embark on this
exciting next step.”
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Richard samans, Chairman of
CDsB, and Paul simpson, Ceo of
CDP said, “CDP pioneered
environmental disclosure twenty
years ago and has hosted CDsB
since its formation in 2007. CDsB’s
global partnership of business and
environmental organisations
supported by the international
accounting community was formed
to create a generally-accepted
framework for corporate reporting
of material climate, environmental
and social information to investors
and regulators.”
“We are delighted that the iFRs
Foundation is forming the issB to
drive forward the development of
global standards for sustainabilityrelated financial disclosures. The
issB’s integration of CDsB will
ensure that the new board has a
strong foundation and can move
rapidly building on existing best
practice. CDP looks forward to
supporting the issB process with
its global market led environmental
disclosure mechanism and
expertise on data.”

Klaus schwab, Founder and
executive Chairman of the World
economic Forum said, “Creating
long-term value requires both a
focus on financial and sustainability
performance. This means we need
tools for measuring sustainability
performance just as we have for
financial performance. The World
economic Forum and its private
sector coalition made a contribution
on this front, proposing a core set
of ‘stakeholder Capitalism Metrics’.

We are pleased that this effort will
provide a basis for the technical
work of the issB. We look forward
to continuing our partnership with
the iFRs Foundation in support of
the issB, during its establishment
and as it delivers on its historical
mandate.”
IASB Seeks Stakeholders’ Views
on IFRS 9 Review
The iasB (Board) is requesting
feedback as part of the postimplementation review of the
classification and measurement
requirements in its financial
instruments standard, iFRs 9.
The Board issued the completed
version of iFRs 9 Financial
Instruments in 2014 combining the
classification and measurement,
impairment and hedge accounting
phases of its project to replace and
improve on ias 39 Financial
Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement.

iFRs 9 specifies how a company is
required to classify and measure
financial assets and financial
liabilities as well as some contracts
to buy or sell non-financial items.
iFRs 9 has been in effect since
2018.

The Request for information,
published recently, seeks
information on the classification and
measurement requirements in iFRs
9 and related disclosures. Reviews
of the standard’s impairment and
hedge accounting requirements will
follow later.

The Board undertakes a postimplementation review of each new
iFRs standard or major
amendment to a standard after
companies have applied it for at
least two years. These reviews
offer the Board the opportunity to
assess the effect of the new
requirements on companies,
investors, auditors and regulators.

after analysing feedback from
these reviews, the Board will decide
whether to take any further actions.
These actions can include providing
educational materials or doing more
research for possible standardsetting. at the end of its analysis,
the Board summarises and explains
its responses to the feedback.
andreas Barckow, Chair of the
iasB said, “The rationale for iFRs
9 was to enhance the accounting
and reporting on financial assets
and liabilities to provide investors
with better information. This postimplementation review is a
reflective exercise for us to
understand whether the objectives
of the standard have been met. i
would like to call on our
stakeholders around the world to
participate in this evaluation.”

access the Request for information
Post-implementation Review of
IFRS 9―Classification and
Measurement, which is open for
comment until 28 January 2022.
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IFAC Update
Mainstreaming Sustainability a
Priority for Professional
Accountants in Business
iFaC’s Professional accountants in
Business (PaiB) advisory Group
has compiled insights on how
accountants are contributing to
value creation and sustainability in
their organizations in both the
private and public sectors in a new
report, The Role of accountants in
Mainstreaming sustainability.

This report includes highlights from
the PaiB advisory Group’s october
2021 meeting, including:
•

•
•

•

achieving sustainability and
decarbonization under the
stewardship of CFos and
accountants
navigating potentially disruptive
transitions by investing in
technology, innovation, talent,
and partnerships
optimising and capturing value
for a range of stakeholders
PaiB perspective on digital
assets and cryptocurrencies

sanjay Rughani, iFaC PaiB
advisory Group Chair says: “The
need for CFos and finance
functions to contribute strategically
as value partners is increasing to
advance sustainability. By sharing
our learnings as a profession, we
can continue to elevate our focus
and actions on higher value
activities to support and empower
professional accountants to take on
more strategic roles.”

november - December 2021

IFAC Publication Highlights
Opportunities in Sustainability
Information for Small Businesses
and Their Advisers
iFaC recently released a
publication, “sustainability
information for small Businesses:
The opportunity for Practitioners,”
exploring the diverse benefits of
embracing sustainability
information.

The report examines the
importance of readily available,
relevant, and reliable sustainability
information for achieving betterinformed decisions, enhanced
strategic and risk management, and
more thorough and valuable
reporting to external stakeholders.
it also highlights a range of
emerging services that practitioners
can provide to their clients,
including advisory services,
reporting, agreed-upon procedures
(auP) engagements, and
assurance services.
small businesses make up more
than 90 percent of businesses
worldwide; they are critical to
achieving sustainable outcomes for
economies, the environment and
society. They can find significant
advantages from establishing (or
enhancing) processes, systems
and controls for identifying,
measuring, and analysing
sustainability information. This can
include improved efficiencies and
performance, as well as
differentiation from competitors.
small businesses are also likely to
be subject to sustainability-related
reporting information requests from
a diverse range of stakeholders,

(www.ifac.org)

including large companies, banks,
and suppliers—if they are not
already.

This publication was developed
with advice and guidance from the
iFaC small and Medium Practices
(sMP) advisory Group and builds
on the advisory Group’s work on
practice transformation.

although focusing on sustainability
information and related services
may seem premature for some
small businesses and practitioners,
the field is growing quickly. To
speak to different practitioners’
unique circumstances, the
publication includes suggestions on
building knowledge and
competencies and taking initial
steps.
iFaC explored these issues further
in a webinar on December 15 titled
“sustainability offers new
opportunities for sMPs” (with
simultaneous translation into
spanish and French). The webinar
featured a panel discussion with
practitioners who are providing
services in this space.

Mr. Paul Druckman Recognised
with IFAC Global Leadership
Award for Outstanding
Contributions to the
Accountancy Profession
The iFaC has selected Mr. Paul
Druckman of the united Kingdom
as the 2021 recipient of the iFaC
Global leadership award,
recognising his contributions to the
advancement of the global
accountancy profession and capital
markets.
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Mr. Druckman is a passionate
global leader in capital market
reform, bringing about significant
advancements in corporate
governance and corporate reporting
to enhance accountability for
responsible business and
sustainability. he currently serves
as the Chairman of both Clear
insurance and the World
Benchmarking alliance, which is
developing transformative
benchmarks to enable companies
to accelerate their contribution to
sustainable development goals.
after qualifying as a chartered
accountant in 1979, and becoming
a mathematics teacher and then iT
entrepreneur, Mr. Druckman served
as president of the institute of
Chartered accountants in england
& Wales (iCaeW) in 2004/5. Mr.
Druckman subsequently acted as
executive chair of the Prince of
Wales’s accounting for
sustainability Project, and in this
role he was central to the formation
of the international integrated
Reporting Council (iiRC) to bring
about an enhanced corporate
reporting system relevant to the
digital, knowledge-driven, and
resource-constrained world of the
21st century. he led the iiRC as
founding Ceo achieving the
development of the international
integrated Reporting Framework in
2013.

Mr. Druckman has also been a
board member of the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) over two
separate terms, including the post
enron era and then again until
2019. he also chaired the FRC’s
Corporate Reporting Council, which
sets uK accounting standards.
“i am delighted that Paul has
received the iFaC Global

leadership award this year,” said
President of iFaC alan Johnson.
“While his roots are as a Chartered
accountant, his entrepreneurial
spirit and drive have led him to a
very successful career within the
profession, one which we all benefit
from through his insights into
important emerging fields, such as
technology and sustainability. Given
the commitments by world leaders
at CoP26 that ends this week,
Paul’s vision for a sustainable world
on which he has been campaigning
for many years is hopefully now in
sight”.
established in 2017 by the iFaC
Board, the iFaC Global leadership
award in honour of Robert sempier
recognises individuals who make
outstanding contributions to the
global accountancy profession. The
award honours the contributions of
Robert sempier, iFaC’s first
executive director who greatly
contributed to the development of
the profession worldwide.
The Global leadership award was
presented during iFaC’s Council
meeting, held virtually on
november 10-11, 2021.

New IFAC Board Members and
Member Organisations
Confirmed
The iFaC recently announced its
new board members, and that it is
maintaining a female-majority board
for the third consecutive year in a
row. over the course of the past
decade, iFaC is proud to have
improved the gender balance on its
key governing bodies.
The new and reappointed iFaC
Board members and their
nominating member organisations
are:

New appointments:
• Gregory anton (association of
international Certified
Professional accountants, usa)
• Tashia Batstone (Chartered
Professional accountants of
Canada, Canada)
• Jeanine Poggiolini (south
african institute of Chartered
accountants, south africa)
Reappointments:
• lisa Padmore (institute of
Chartered accountants of
Barbados, Barbados)
• Margret Pétursdóttir (nordic
Federation of Public
accountants, iceland)
• Dr. Jianhua Tang (Chinese
institute of Certified Public
accountants, China)
• ayşe arıak Tunaboylu (union of
Chambers of Certified Public
accountants of Turkey / expert
accountants' association of
Turkey, Turkey)
New IFAC Member Organisations
Admitted
in addition to the election of new
Board members, the iFaC Council
also approved new members and
associate member organizations.
New IFAC Members:
• institut akuntan Publik
indonesia (iaPi) – indonesia
• Vietnam association of Certified
Public accountants (VaCPa) –
Vietnam
New Associates:
• united arab emirates
accountants and auditors
association (uae aaa) –
united arab emirates
• yemeni association of Certified
Public accountants (yaCPa) –
yemen
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The new appointments,
reappointments and membership
decisions were approved at iFaC’s
2021 Council meeting, held virtually
on november 10-11.
New Platform from IFAC Offers
Digital Access to International
Accounting Standards – eIS
The iFaC recently unveiled a new
online resource providing
unprecedented access to the
international standards that support
and distinguish the accountancy
profession. eis, short for einternational standards, provides
direct access to the standards
developed by the international audit
and assurance standards Board
(iaasB), the international ethics
standards Board for accountants
(iesBa), and the international
Public sector accounting standards
Board (iPsasB), alongside key
support, reference, and guidance
materials, available to contextualise
the language and provide
enhanced transparency.
“Rooted in our commitment to the
public interest, this platform
responds to stakeholder needs by
making international standards and
their accompanying resources
accessible and easy to use,” said
Kevin Dancey, Ceo of iFaC. “as
we continue to focus on modern
approaches and the use of
technology to enhance our
profession, the development of eis
was a natural next step in
supporting our members around the
world, and the 3.5 million
professional accountants they
represent.”
iFaC worked together with the
standard-setting boards to develop
a better way to access the
standards. Through surveys and
conversations with key
stakeholders, iFaC identified the
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key elements required to deliver a
modern platform allowing the
profession easier access to
international standards, while
providing enhanced functionality in
how the standards are used.
eis features include:
•

•

•

•

•
•

a responsive design that can be
used on mobile, tablet and
desktop;
advanced and intuitive search
capabilities;
easy access to related
resources;
easy pop-up access to
references;
version control functionality; and
easy-to-navigate pages with
multiple viewing modes.

IFAC Pledges Ongoing Support
for New International
Sustainability Standards Board
The iFaC welcomes the
establishment of the international
sustainability standards Board
(issB) working in close cooperation
with the iasB.

iFaC congratulates the iFRs
Foundation Trustees for moving
with unprecedented speed to meet
the needs of investors, provide a
holistic view of enterprise value,
and address the climate crisis.
Climate and other sustainability
issues are global in nature and the
issB will deliver a global solution
for sustainability disclosure. The
multi-jurisdictional footprint of the
issB reflects this realty and can
hopefully facilitate implementation
of the issB’s standards.
iFaC also welcomes commitments
to combine the CDsB and Value
Reporting Foundation with the iFRs
Foundation—providing much
needed consolidation and
contributing support and resources
toward the success of the new

issB. This positions the issB to
build upon the high-quality work of
existing sustainability-related
initiatives and harmonize the
standard-setting landscape—
delivering a comprehensive global
baseline of sustainability
information material to enterprise
value, connected to financial
reporting through the fundamental
concepts and guiding principles of
integrated reporting.

“now is the time for policymakers
around the world to focus on how to
capitalise on the forthcoming work
of the issB,” said iFaC Ceo Kevin
Dancey. “as with the success of
iFRs standards for financial
reporting, iosCo’s support is key.
Jurisdictions around the world need
to take the next step—deciding to
use, implement, and enforce iFRs
sustainability Disclosure standards
as part of a Building Blocks
approach that will deliver the global
baseline for sustainability-related
reporting needed for investors and
capital markets.”
This approach enables global
standards set by the issB—
compatible with any
multistakeholder-focused
disclosures that some jurisdictions
may require—to result in
consistent, comparable, and
assurable sustainability-related
information that enhances
corporate reporting.

iFaC urges its member
organizations to support this
initiative and engage now, at the
local level, to help make new global
standards into local reporting
requirements.
IFAC Translates All Points of
View into Four Additional
Languages
iFaC released Points of View
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(PoVs) on key policy issues
impacting the accounting
profession and the whole of society.
These PoVs are well-researched
tools available for anyone to use in
gaining an understanding of crucial
topics affecting our world and
potentially influencing policies that
affect us all.

To make its PoVs more accessible
to its global constituency and their
stakeholders, iFaC has published
all seven of its PoVs, originally only
available in english, into four
additional languages: arabic,
French, Russian, and spanish.

"From improving public sector
transparency with data-driven
decisions to providing investors
with high-quality and trustworthy
sustainability information, these
PoVs cover a broad range of topics
of critical importance to
professional accountants
worldwide,” said Kevin Dancey,
iFaC Ceo. “These translations will
improve the ability of professional
accountants to make an impact in
their companies and jurisdictions.”
The topics covered in the PoVs
are:

Enhancing Corporate Reporting:
Corporate reporting should capture
all relevant information about
organizations. however, investors
and other stakeholders are
demanding more, higher-quality
information and insights about
company performance, risks,
opportunities, and long-term
prospects, especially with respect
to sustainability-related matters,
than are available from the
conventional financial reporting
process.

Greater Transparency and
Accountability in the Public
Sector: This PoV explores how
governments can use the resources
they have to have to make
informed, data-driven decisions
with strong governance and public
financial management (PFM) and
how the accountancy profession
can work with the public sector to
help deliver a more sustainable,
inclusive, and prosperous future for
all.
Embracing a People-Centred
Profession: The accountancy
profession is first and foremost a
profession made of people—
individuals and teams working
collaboratively and collectively. This
PoV explores the connection
between the people in the
accountancy profession, the core
components of the profession
(education, professional judgment,
ethics, values) and the profession’s
commitment to the public interest.

Maintaining Trust & Confidence
During a Crisis: Maintaining trust
and confidence during a crisis is the
fastest path to recovery after a
crisis. This PoV explores the key
roles that regulators, the global
accounting profession and those
charged with governance have to
play in maintaining trust.
Achieving High-Quality Audits:
high-quality audits of financial
statements are essential to strong,
sustainable organizations, financial
markets and economies. all
participants in the audit and
assurance ecosystem must act to
improve the audit process, and we
outline how.

Climate Action: Climate change is
an urgent, global, and systemic
issue that can threaten the
sustainability of organizations,

markets, and economies. This PoV
outlines how to embrace climate
action and be part of the solution.

Fighting Corruption and Money
Laundering: The consequences of
corruption are significant and
widespread, from direct costs to
individuals and society, to
encouraging criminal behaviour and
undermining trust in institutions.
Grounded in a strong ethical code,
professional accountants across
the globe play a critical role in the
fight against corruption.
Tax Changes Should be Targeted
to Help Covid Recovery and
Boost Fight Against Climate
Crisis in G20 Countries,
According to Accounting Bodies’
Research
Tax incentives should be used to
enable positive global outcomes,
such as economic recovery from
the pandemic and averting climate
crisis, according to a new joint
report released recently by the
association of Chartered Certified
accountants (aCCa), Chartered
accountants australia and new
Zealand (Ca anZ), and the iFaC.

a survey of 8,000 people across the
G20 countries and new Zealand
concluded that two-thirds (66%)
were strongly in favour of using the
tax systems to help individuals and
small businesses to recover
following the effects of Covid-19.
Respondents were also very much
in favour of similar tax breaks to
support efforts to tackle “global
megatrends”, such as the fight
against climate crisis, and efforts to
support retirement savings, with
66% believing these would be
appropriate incentives.
Perhaps surprisingly, the survey
discovered that support had fallen
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in 15 of the 20 countries for
international collaboration on tax.
This is despite the fact that 2021
has seen historic advances in
international tax cooperation,
including agreement by G7
countries to enforce a minimum
rate of 15% corporation tax.

The Public Trust in Tax study, which
was carried out in the first quarter
of 2021, follows two previous
reports on the subject in 2017 and
2019.
other key findings included insight
on whether taxpayers in different
countries felt they were paying a
“reasonable amount of tax”.
overall, most respondents were
likely to agree that their tax rates
were reasonable across all pay
grades.
however, fewer than one in four
respondents across the G20
countries stated that high income
individuals paid a reasonable
amount of tax in their country.

and while 33% believed that local
companies were likely to be paying
a reasonable amount of tax, in
seven countries multinational
corporations were thought to be
paying too little tax.
Despite this suspicion, 49% of
people overall were in favor of
using tax incentives to attract
multinational business. There was
also a fall from 44% to 39% in the
number supporting requirements to
make multinational companies
publish detailed tax information,
although the vast majority still
support MnCs sharing all their
information with local tax
authorities.
The survey also uncovered varying
levels of trust in global tax
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authorities and the players in the
tax system. Trust in government tax
authorities is polarized, with 43%
saying they have trust or a high
level of trust in the tax authorities,
but 22% saying they distrust them.
overall, trust in government tax
bodies has slightly increased.
Professional tax accountants (55%)
have the highest level of trust,
followed by professional tax
lawyers (50%). Despite a small
increase in the level of trust this
time, politicians remain the least
trusted group, at just 22% net
distrust.
accountants are also seen to
contribute to the efficiency of the
tax systems by making them more
efficient, effective and fair.

The survey also asked questions
about the trust people in various
countries placed in their media and
social media on the issue of tax.
social media was the least trusted
source, distrusted by more than
40% and traditional media fared
little better, scoring over 30% for
distrust.

Total trust in social media was
highest in india and China, but
lowest in new Zealand and France.
These results were mirrored for
traditional media, with india and
China placing the most faith in their
tax coverage and France
registering the most distrust.
Russian media was also distrusted
by 54%.
“The relationship between
taxpayers and governments, and
between businesses, society and
tax systems, will be fundamental to
the shape of the economies that
support us all, over the coming
years,” said report author Jason

Piper, head of taxation for aCCa.
“Public trust is central to tax morale,
which is the tendency for
individuals and businesses to pay
their tax voluntarily and without
intervention by tax authorities.”
anecdotally, many respondents
stressed the importance of financial
education from an early age, so
that people understand the purpose
of tax.
“alongside the uncertainty of the
pandemic, this year has also seen
historic advances in international
tax cooperation, with political
agreements at the G7, G20 and
oeCD inclusive Framework that
began not long before this series of
reports,” said ainslie van onselen,
chief executive of Ca anZ. “Tax
policies to help address challenges
such as climate change and ageing
populations are no longer issues on
the horizon, it’s here and now. Wellfunctioning tax systems and high
levels of taxpayer trust backed by a
robust accounting profession to
design, implement and navigate the
tax implications are vital as we look
to shape a better future.”
The correlations between social
well-being and an effective tax
system and economic growth are
clear. no matter the cultural
differences or divergent views on
who is paying enough taxes or how
the funds raised should be spent.
“as leaders in the global
accountancy profession, we are
proud to see the high levels of trust
in professional accountants,” said
Kevin Dancey, chief executive of
iFaC. “This embodies the
profession that we know. at the
same time, we understand that
there is always more to do to
sustain and strengthen that trust.”
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Privileges for those Fully-Vaccinated in Malaysia –

i

Is this a form of Discrimination?

n recent months, the
government’s efforts in ramping
up the vaccination rate has
achieved commendable success.
The Malaysian government has
then announced for the relaxation
of soPs after taking into account
the positive development that more
than 50 per cent of adult population
in the country have been fully
vaccinated. it is hoped that the

By Leonard Yeoh and Pua Jun Wen
unveiling of the relaxation of
restrictions for fully vaccinated
individuals can help to revitalise the
business sector.
The government’s relaxation of
soPs essentially provides
differentiated treatment or
privileges for the fully-vaccinated
people to go to malls, enjoy
restaurant dine-ins and attend

prayers at houses of worship.
some retail operators have allowed
only fully vaccinated people to enter
their premises to kick-start the retail
industry. such policies may be
effective in persuading at least
some unvaccinated people to get
the jabs, but they also attracted
criticism and controversies,
including potential lawsuits against
the government for discrimination.
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due to workers not taking the jabs.
employers, however, will need to
be careful not to discriminate
against unvaccinated workers or
they risk industrial relation claims.

The differentiation in policies for the
vaccinated and unvaccinated is
necessary from the public health
standpoint as the nation marches
towards a sense of normality. The
intention is not to discriminate or
restrict personal freedom but to
promote social responsibility to
protect the unvaccinated people,
including children.

Promoting Social
Responsibility
While vaccination is strongly
encouraged in Malaysia, it remains
voluntary. some are ineligible for
vaccination due to medical reasons
while some may see vaccination as
a form of oppression. The carrot
and stick approach may not be able
to convince everyone to get
vaccinated.

Faced with the pandemic which has
caused economic sectors to remain
stagnant for almost two years, the
government’s hands are tied, and
the only option left is to treat the
vaccinated and unvaccinated
differently to contain the spread of
Covid-19. Many countries, including
Malaysia, have introduced forms of
Covid-19 vaccination certificates or
vaccine passports which allow the
vaccinated group more freedom
and work opportunities than
unvaccinated people. in the future,
vaccination and jobs may even go
hand in hand, especially for
workplaces which are frequently
inflicted with Covid-19 infections
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From a public health perspective,
policies which only provide freedom
of movement for the vaccinated
would be beneficial because it is
undeniable that government has
the obligation to protect lives. any
interference with personal freedom
or rights by the government must
be in accordance with the law. in
such dire Covid-19 circumstances,
the preferential treatment provided
under such policies can be justified
and should be considered lawful.
The freedom to travel, work,
socialise and engage in social
activities will only be increasingly
determined by one’s Covid-19
vaccination status.

Differentiated for the
Greater Good?
in Malaysia, as the economic
sectors are slowly opening up
again, life for the vaccinated will
slowly return to some level of
normalcy. however, it remains
unclear how life would play out for
the unvaccinated in a long run. The
divide between the vaccinated and
unvaccinated is likely to become

even deeper without a
comprehensive policy in place.

it may be interesting to probe into
the situation in singapore.
according to singapore’s Covid-19
Phase advisory published on 19
august 2021, mask-off services
such as massage parlours, spas
and saunas are only allowed for
fully vaccinated people.
unvaccinated people are not
allowed to dine in at food and
beverage establishments unless
they have a negative pre-event
Covid-19 result from an approved
test provider.

Desperate times call for desperate
measures. The government needs
to curtail some personal freedom
and rights in order to save lives and
the economy. some may have
succumbed to the differentiated
policies and gave up on the
primacy of personal choice so they
could resume activities like dining
out and social gathering. Though
many individuals are still unhappy
about the trend toward
differentiating between the
vaccinated and unvaccinated, it will
not change the fact that aspects of
daily life will only be increasingly
difficult for people who are not
vaccinated against Covid-19.
having said that, for those who are
not vaccinated for medical reasons,
the government should try to
facilitate their inclusion because
they may not be given access to
social activities so long as the virus
remains prevalent.
Leonard Yeoh is a partner and Pua
Jun Wen an associate with the law
firm, Tay & Partners
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NEWS from Down Under

By Karen McWilliams, Business Reform Leader at Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand

C

The Challenge of Reaching Net Zero
ountries and companies
alike are setting goals to
reach net zero emissions
by 2050. What does this really
mean and what are the risks of
greenwashing?

achieving net zero or carbon
neutrality will be a tough trek for
countries and organisations alike.

it will only really be achievable with
co-ordinated action on all fronts.
any policies developed will need to
promote technological
development and support
businesses.

What does net zero
mean?
The science Based Targets
initiative (sBTi) has defined what it
means to reach net zero emissions
at the corporate level: achieving a
state in which the activities within
the value chain of an organisation

result in no net impact on the
climate from greenhouse gas
(GhG) emissions.

This basically means that any
emissions from the operations,
supply chains and lifecycles of
products are offset to zero.

The sBTi is a partnership between
CDP – a not-for-profit charity that
runs the global disclosure system
for managing environmental
impacts – the united nations
Global Compact, World Resources
institute and the World Wide Fund
for nature.
however, there are increasing
concerns that many net zero
claims are just greenwashing from
companies seeking to join the
latest fad.
Therefore, it’s important to ensure
your commitment is robust and
accountable – stakeholders are

seeing through ‘aspirations’ and
‘commitments to commit’.

new supplementary legal opinion
by noel hutley sC and sebastian
hartford Davis also highlights the
risk of greenwashing for directors,
noting: “Companies making net
zero commitments should have
‘reasonable grounds’ to support
the representations contained
within them – otherwise, a
company (and its directors) could
be found to have engaged in
misleading and deceptive
conduct.”

So, what would be
considered
‘reasonable grounds’?
The legal opinion suggests three
steps:
1. The net zero strategy should
be integrated with the
company’s operational
strategy.
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2. The net zero strategy should
explain which emissions it
encompasses and the relevant
time-frame.
3. if the net zero strategy is
amended, not suitably fulfilled,
affected by supervening
circumstances, or otherwise
untenable, this information
should be disclosed promptly.
Which emissions are included?
There are three types of GhG
emissions:
• scope 1 emissions are direct
and occur from sources
controlled or owned by the
organisation itself (e.g.
company vehicles and
facilities)
• scope 2 emissions are indirect
and associated with the
purchase of electricity, steam,
heat or cooling by the
organisation
• scope 3 emissions are also
indirect from sources that the
organisation does not own or
control but that are still related
to the activities of the
organisation (e.g. employee
commuting, transportation and
distribution, waste generation
in operations, processing and
use of sold products, and
investments).

in developing a net zero plan,
scope 1 and 2 emissions are
expected at a minimum and,
increasingly, quantifiable scope 3
emissions. scope 3 represents the
most challenging for businesses
as it is typically outside their
control.

The starting point should be to
reduce emissions as much as
possible to begin with – this may
be through, for example: shifting to
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electric vehicles, changing to
green power, or increasing the
energy efficiency of operations.

A matter of offsets
another key aspect under
increasing scrutiny relates to the
offset of emissions. as mentioned
earlier, it is important that
emissions are reduced first before
being offset. in fact, some suggest
that if emissions are offset, the
claim should be ‘carbon neutral’,
rather than ‘net zero’. When
considering offsets, they are not all
created equal, so it is important to
research options first.

The more common offsets are
based on avoidance of emissions,
e.g. preventing deforestation or
using renewable energy projects.
offsets are also given for removing
GhG from the atmosphere, such
as through reforestation. Where
the offsets are sourced from –
domestically or overseas – is also
a key consideration, as is the
quality and integrity of the offsets.
Purchasing land for planting fastgrowing forests can be an
attractive option but if native flora
is not used, this harms local
biodiversity. There are also
concerns about the effects on rural
communities when prime
agricultural land is used for this
purpose.

So why is achieving
net zero so
challenging?
First is the challenge of actually
starting. Becoming carbon neutral
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requires operational investment,
not just in funds but also creating
strategic alignment and a
willingness to change – a hurdle
that requires governance-level
commitment to overcome.

But more than that, establishing
the steps and associated
timeframes required for
decarbonisation can be
challenging. Certain industries
may have clearer paths than
others, and scope 3 emissions can
bring with them what feels like a
never-ending list of considerations.
Governments and regional bodies
are grappling with the future of
certain industries and communities
and are considering how best to
incentivise and subsidise the net
zero journey for local businesses.
The development of low-carbon
technologies is beginning to pick
up pace but economies of scale
are yet to occur.

Where does the
finance team come
in?
Managing the financial implications
of climate change requires first
identifying relevant climate-related
risks. Those charged with
governance need to be committed
to the transition and the finance
team can support and facilitate this
commitment.
Businesses need to disclose the
impacts of material climate-related
risks and accountants have a
pivotal role in translating these
risks into potential operating
impacts for decision-making.
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WORLD
United States
What You Need to Know About
Sustainability Reporting
Driven by global environmental
issues and the pandemic,
sustainability matters are
increasingly top of mind for people
around the world. organisations are
being called upon to look beyond
profit maximisation and
demonstrate their accountability to
people and the planet as well as
generating revenues.

as a consequence, sustainability
reporting as part of corporate
reporting has fast become the lens
through which investors, regulators,
employees and stakeholders judge
an organisation. But we know that
this cannot be accurate, clear and
complete without strong, unified
reporting standards, which will allow
for consistent and transparent
reporting.

That’s why the recent international
Financial Reporting standards
(iFRs) Foundation announcement
is so critical to not only sustainability
reporting, but for all businesses and
governments — and the accounting
and finance profession. We have a
key role to play in helping
organisations find more sustainable
ways to do business, focus on
creating long-term value and
strengthen accountability to benefit
all stakeholders.

News

The association of international
Certified Professional accountants
(the association), which represents
the american institute of CPas
(aiCPa) and The Chartered
institute of Management
accountants (CiMa), welcomes the
creation of the international
sustainability standards Board
(issB). it will be a means for
developing the consistent, reliable
and comprehensive global
sustainability standards we need to
create purposeful, resilient
organizations and a more
sustainable future.

This historical milestone signals a
new era in corporate reporting, one
where the same level of rigor will be
demanded for sustainability
reporting — and ultimately other
forms of business reporting — as
for financial information.
A highly anticipated
announcement
at CoP26, the global climatechange conference in Glasgow,
scotland, the iFRs Foundation
announced three major new
developments around sustainability
reporting:
• The formation of the issB,
which is designed to develop a
comprehensive global baseline
of high-quality sustainability
disclosure standards to meet
investors’ information needs.

•

•

a commitment by organisations
that focus on sustainability
disclosures to consolidate into
the new board. By June 2022,
the iFRs Foundation will
complete the consolidation of
the Climate Disclosure
standards Board (CDsB) and
the Value Reporting Foundation
(VRF), which was formed earlier
this year in a merger of the
international integrated
Reporting Council (iiRC) and
the sustainability accounting
standards Board (sasB).
The publication of prototype
climate and general disclosure
requirements was developed by
the Technical Readiness
Working Group, which was
formed by the iFRs Foundation
Trustees to undertake
preparatory work for the issB.
The prototype requirements are
the result of six months of joint
work by the CDsB, international
accounting standards Board
(iasB), the Financial stability
Board’s Task Force on Climaterelated Financial Disclosures,
the VRF and the World
economic Forum, with support
from the international
organisation of securities
Commissions (iosCo) and its
technical expert group of
securities regulators. Key
aspects of these organisations’
content have been consolidated
into an enhanced, unified set of
recommendations for the issB.
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The move is an effort to address
one of the biggest hurdles for
disclosure, as stakeholders
increasingly seek sustainability
information amid worldwide
concern around global
environmental change. The
proliferation of a variety of
sustainability frameworks and
standards has led to a lack of
consistency in reporting, which has
frustrated companies and their
stakeholders. By creating the issB
to act as one global standard-setter
working alongside the international
accounting standards Board
(iasB), the iFRs Foundation has
developed a model for uniform
disclosures.
Sustainability reporting matters
organsations don’t operate in
isolation. To achieve sustainable
success, they must take a holistic
approach to how they create and
deliver value. Customers, employees,
society, governments and investors
are all demanding greater
organisational transparency beyond
the traditional financial metrics.
But organisations can’t manage
what they don’t measure, and they
can’t build trust with their
stakeholders unless they provide
consistent, comparable information
on a variety of metrics — including
sustainability metrics. The need for
a universally accepted set of
reliable, comprehensive and robust
sustainability standards, which can
accommodate interoperability, has
never been greater.

over the years, the association and
its founding member bodies have
fully supported taking a global
approach to sustainability reporting
and have worked closely with
international standard setters. as
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both the Ceo of the association
and Chair of the Value Reporting
Foundation Board strategy
Committee, i’m very pleased to see
our hard work come to fruition.
Accounting and finance
professionals play a crucial role
The accounting profession has long
focused on assessing and
managing financial risks. however,
the global risks we are seeing
today, in particular sustainabilityrelated risks, are pushing our
profession to expand its remit.
Creating global sustainability
standards is a great step forward.
But to truly embed sustainability
into “business as usual,” we must
also enhance the reliability and
transparency of that information.
We will accomplish this through
meaningful reporting and,
ultimately, related assurance by
accounting and finance
professionals.
as core members of almost every
business and non-governmental
organisation, accounting and
finance professionals have an
important role to play in improving
their organisation’s integrated
thinking and decision-making
capabilities. They will have the key
responsibility to build the processes
and systems to deliver relevant
management information in
accordance with these new global
sustainability standards. They will
also be expected to present their
insights to stakeholders in a
meaningful way.
enabled by their skill sets and
powered by their knowledge of
organisational governance,
strategy, risk management and
performance, accounting and
finance professionals are well-
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positioned to report and assure
sustainability information in an
ever-evolving reporting landscape.
They have the necessary expertise
to help effect positive change in this
area and can work with
stakeholders to integrate
responsible and sustainable
practices into their business and
operating models.
source: aicpa.org

United Kingdom
Businesses Lose Work Due to
Poor ESG Performance
Three out of five businesses, 59%,
have reported that they have lost
out on work as a result of their
company's environmental, social,
governance (esG) commitments.

a survey, carried out by the legal
services group DWF, revealed that
half of businesses were struggling
to implement strong environmental,
social governance policies with
59% of respondents reporting that
they have lost out on businesses as
a result of their company’s
environmental, social governance
(esG) commitments.
The survey of 480 senior
executives across 13 countries
revealed that 40% of companies
found recruiting key talent difficult
as their environmental, social
governance policies were seen as
‘weak’ with only 35% stating they
had fully considered the ethical and
legal implications relating to esG
disclosure and commitments.
DWF found that many companies
revealed they were playing it safe
with 47% stating they will limit their
disclosures to those that they
believe will not create any legal
issues, while almost the same
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number, 48%, were ‘still thinking
about how to best handle
environmental, social, governance
disclosures from a legal
perspective’.

however, 46% of stakeholders have
begun to increase pressure on boards
on esG matters relating to their own
business with 68% of businesses
stating that they are seeking
professional advisors to collaborate
with on best environmental, social,
governance practices.
Kirsty Rogers, head of
environmental, social governance,
DWF, said: ‘The clear message
from our survey is that companies
not only understand the need to
have a strategy for esG, but that
without one there are clear costs.
These costs could include damage
done to their business to the point
of affecting their licence to operate.

‘Following CoP26, it is even more
clear that companies have a huge
role in driving the global transition,
while also improving social issues
and driving progress on
governance. To achieve their goals,
they need a clear, ambitious, and
transparent esG strategy.”

The survey also found that a total of
43% of respondents said that inhouse counsels play a lead role in
setting and delivering esG strategy,
this rose to 50% in the uK.
however, 57% say in-house
counsel plays only a ‘support’ or
‘minor role’ showing the growing
importance of supporting counsel to
businesses who want the best
possible independent advice on
implementing overall esG strategy.

suzanne scatliffe, global
sustainability director at aXa Xl, a
division of aXa said: ‘Boards need
to be well-versed in their
responsibilities and have sufficient
oversight for how esG is being
managed in the companies they
oversee. sustainability shouldn’t be
an adjunct to the business. We are
talking about what will sustain us
into the future and it’s, therefore,
core to business strategy.’
Regarding external challenges
faced by businesses, 55% stated
that it was the lack of broad
agreement on best practice, and
54% stated that it was the lack of a
universal benchmarking service.
Finally, 53% stated that it was the
lack of a universal set of standards
and regulations that caused the
biggest challenge.

Joseph Bailey, senior analyst,
Bloomberg Tax and accounting
said, “i’d expect more organisations
to change, adopt and merge until
the market settles on a uniform
framework of utility. until
companies consistently adopt those
frameworks it’s going to be
laborious and hard to derive
consistent and comparable
meaning for stakeholders.”
source: accountancydaily.co

European Union
European Enforcers Target
COVID-19 and Climate-Related
Disclosures
The european securities and
Markets authority (esMa), the eu’s
securities markets regulator, has
issued its annual Public statement
on european Common
enforcement Priorities (statement).
This year’s priorities cover the

impact of CoViD-19 and climaterelated matters, provide guidance on
the measurement of expected credit
losses and highlight disclosure
obligations pursuant to article 8 of
the Taxonomy Regulation.

The areas covered will be
considered by national enforcers
when monitoring and assessing the
2021 annual financial reports of
listed companies. The statement
contains priorities linked to financial
statements prepared in accordance
with international Financial
Reporting standards (iFRs),
priorities relating to non-financial
statements and other
considerations related to alternative
Performance Measures (aPMs).

anneli Tuominen, interim Chair
said, “This year’s eCeP statement
reflects the continued volatility and
uncertainty in the context of the
CoViD-19 pandemic and the need
for transparency on its impacts,
which is key to ensuring the stability
of eu financial markets.”
“The identified priorities also
highlight how vital the inclusion of
any material financial and nonfinancial information on climaterelated matters is, in light of the
growing importance for investors.”

Priorities related to IFRS
financial statements
The 2021 key enforcement
priorities for financial statements
prepared in accordance with iFRs
are:
• careful assessment and
transparency in accounting for
longer-term impacts of the
CoViD-19 pandemic and the
recovery phase;
• consistency between the
information disclosed within the
iFRs financial statements and
www.micpa.com.my
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the non-financial information
concerning climate-related
matters, consideration of climate
risks, disclosure of any significant
judgements and estimation of
uncertainty regarding climate
risks while clearly assessing
materiality; and
enhanced transparency
regarding the measurement of
expected Credit loss (eCl),
particularly in relation to
management overlays,
significant changes in credit
risk, forward-looking
information, changes in loss
allowances, credit risk
exposures and collateral, and
the effect of climate-related risk
on eCl measurement.

Priorities related to non-financial
statements
The recommendations concerning
non-financial information refer to:
• impacts of CoViD-19 on
sustainability-related goals and
non-financial key performance
indicators, as well as
information on any structural
changes; and
• climate-related policies and
their outcomes.

in addition, issuers are reminded to
make the necessary preparations to
fulfil the disclosure requirements
foreseen by article 8 of the Taxonomy
Regulation, which will come into force
as of 1 January 2022.
Considerations related to APMs
Regarding aPMs, the statement
highlights that issuers are expected
to exercise caution when adjusting,
labelling and/or creating new aPMs
to depict the impacts of CoViD-19.
Other aspects
The statement underlines that
starting from the financial year 2021
and pursuant to article 4 of the
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Transparency Directive, all financial
reports should be prepared in
compliance with the european
single electronic Format. More
information here.
Next steps
esMa and national enforcers will
monitor and supervise the
application of the recommendations
for preparing iFRs financial
statements and non-financial
statements as well as any other
relevant provisions outlined in the
statement, with national enforcers
incorporating them into their
reviews and taking corrective
actions where appropriate.

esMa will collect data on how
european listed entities have
applied the recommendations in the
statement and will communicate its
findings in its report on the
enforcement activities of 2022, to
be published in spring 2023.
source: esma.europa.eu

UK Corporate Governance Code
Reporting Improves but More is
Required to Strengthen
Company Report
The annual Review of Corporate
Governance published recently by
the Financial Reporting Council
found that there was a general
improvement in reporting against
the uK Corporate Governance
Code. The report highlights areas
of high-quality reporting, however,
there is still room for further
improvement in areas such as
substantive disclosures on Board
appointments, succession planning
and diversity. The report also found
that more focus on reporting the
effectiveness of internal control and
risk management systems would
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enhance the level of confidence in
the company’s control framework.

There continues to be a need for
greater clarity as to how a company is
applying the Code’s principles as well
as clearer explanations where there
are departures from the Code so that
shareholders and stakeholders have
greater confidence of the quality of
governance.

The review highlights, now more
than ever, the continuing need for
high quality governance which is
linked to effective decision-making
by company’s Boards and
management. The Government’s
audit and corporate governance
reform proposals Restoring Trust in
audit and Corporate Governance is
an important next step in ensuring
that all stakeholders can rely on
high quality corporate governance
in the uK.
sir Jon Thompson Ceo of the
FRC said: “The best governance
reporting offers transparency that go
es beyond broadbrush declarations and sets out
clearly and concisely how the
Principles of the Code were
applied and the nature
of compliance with the Provisions of
the Code. This supports public
confidence in business”
as we emerge from the pandemic,
companies should use this report’s
examples of good corporate
governance policies and reporting
to deliver long term benefits for the
company for all its stakeholders,
the economy and society as a
whole.”
source: frc.org.uk
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Savour Selangor’s Sea Breeze
Stroll along these beaches in Selangor for your weekend leisure getaway

ho says selangor does
not have amazing
beaches? not only can
you enjoy breath-taking sunset
views, but you can also utilise the
facilities available on the beach and
enjoy fresh seafood.
With the country opening up, many
of us are currently looking for a
holiday destination to visit with our
friends or family members. in
selangor, several beaches might
interest some of you.
The Remis Beach, a 20-kilometre
stretch of land in the Kuala

selangor's southern District,
located in the Jeram mukim, is one
of the most popular eco-tourism
destinations that is increasingly
favoured by the public. Remis
Beach is often crowded with
visitors who want to enjoy fresh
seafood such as grilled fish and
boiled and grilled mussels while
relaxing with family members and
friends.
Then there is the unique Kelanang
Beach in Banting, located not far
from Morib Beach. it offers a
breath-taking view of the straits of
Melaka and is surrounded by the
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not many people are aware of the
Cunang Beach, a spectacular
hidden gem located at Tanjung
sepat in Kuala langat. With its
mesmerising white sand, which
runs along the mangroves area,
Cunang Beach is run and
managed by the indigenous
community of Mah Meri. aside
from the beach, its other major
attractions include traditional
houses, colourful decorations, and
handicraft shops. Fishing and
cycling are popular activities here.

mangrove and ru trees. The beach
also offers stunning sunset views
and a cool, strong breeze, ideal for
kite-flying. There is also a
playground for children to enjoy.

Did you know Morib Beach has a
coastline of about 3 kilometres?
Morib Beach is in Kuala langat
District, about an hour's drive from
Klang District. Beach activities such
as beach soccer, volleyball, and
kite-flying are highly popular here.
alternatively, you can also pick up
shells or baby crabs that roam
around while waiting for the ocean’s
water to wash up the shore. it is
indeed an ideal destination to visit
with your loved ones.
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about an hour's drive from Kuala
lumpur, the Bagan lalang Beach is
in sepang District. it is a holiday
destination well-loved by families
and youngsters. Do not miss the
opportunity to take a walk on the
shore up to 400 metres in distance
during low tide. This is the best time
to take your little ones to see
roaming baby crabs on the sand.
apart from that, the beach is also
very popular with volleyball, beach
soccer and barbecue activities. it is
undoubtedly a must-visit beach for
those who love to enjoy the peace
which the oceans bring.
if you are in sekinchan at the
sabak Bernam District and want a

switch of sceneries, head to the
famous paddy fields and
experience the lifestyle of the
fishermen community in this area.
There is also the conveniently
located Redang Beach and several
seafood restaurants, where you can
enjoy a wide variety of fresh
seafood! Recreational facilities are
also widely available to visitors,
such as benches and gazebos.
so, if you are still unsure of where
you want to head this weekend, hit
the beaches in selangor!
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Chan Siew Mei
Head of Advisory, KPMG
Description of your role – what are the important
roles you play professionally?
i started my career in audit with KPMG, pursued the
MiCPa exams, and qualified after five years. i moved
to KPMG advisory in 2000, after spending almost 15
years in audit. i am currently the head of advisory
and a member of the executive Committee of KPMG
in Malaysia. My specialisation is M&a Deal advisory.
Your MICPA journey
i started my career as an MiCPa candidate and did
not appreciate what the profession entailed. after all,
at the time, we could only refer to newspapers,
libraries and word of mouth, with no internet or social
media yet in play. My early career in audit was tough,
eye-opening and exciting. The coaching and training i
received from my seniors, managers and partners
were illuminating and life-changing. The knowledge i
gathered will stay with me for my entire career and
beyond. i was motivated by the vast array of
challenges (both technical and non-technical) that
came my way in my audit life, and this continued in
the advisory space. These constant challenges made
me want to get up to go to work each day. i would not
have joined the firm if it was not for my father, who found the advertisement in the
newspaper and asked me to apply to the firm. To this day, i can say with no regret
that this was one of the best moves in my life. in my journey of coaching my kids,
the best advice i can give them now is that they find a job/career that they like. For
me, in this career of 35 years and counting, time has flown by quite smoothly and
rapidly. i still look forward to going to work, looking at those challenges in the face
and dealing with them one by one. The diversity i get in this role is exciting and a
constant motivator to perform better.
www.micpa.com.my
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What is your definition of
success?

What do you enjoy doing outside
of work?

i would like to think that when
someone’s happy, that’s a sign of
success. We put too much
emphasis on monetary value and
not enough on taking care of
ourselves. looking back, i probably
will still choose to work hard at my
career because my job was
interesting and gave me a lot of
satisfaction, but if one was in the
opposite situation, the agony of an
unhappy working life is really not
worth it.

i will play netball for the firm until i
can’t run or catch the ball anymore.
i think team sports are so important
in character and team building.
unfortunately, age has caught up,
and i will say goodbye to netball
very soon. i was pleasantly
surprised that some of the teams
we had played with before know of
me – the netball player from KPMG,
because truthfully, i wasn’t that
good ….

When faced with two equallyqualified candidates, how do you
determine whom to hire?
i will go with the one who can
articulate him or herself better and
someone with an interesting story
to tell. i am more open to listening
to those who come with a point of
view rather than someone with
none. i can probably be categorised
as an assertive communicator, and
i am open to all thoughts and ideas.
someone who has these thoughts
and ideas will make me listen and
think.
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What advice would you give to
rising young accounting
professionals?
in these fast-changing times, we all
need continuous learning to stay
knowledgeable and relevant. i have
challenged myself in learning new
things that will make me stay
relevant in the hope that this
motivates others to do the same.
sadly, many are not getting it. The
objective is simple – gain a basic
understanding of the digital world,
and to this end, i think we all need
to step up.
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What advice would you give
someone going into a leadership
position for the first time?
My advice would be to consult
when you have doubts. in our
profession, more heads are better
than one. some level of healthy
debate and consensus is always
better, from my experience.
What is one characteristic that
you believe every leader should
possess?
a true leader should walk the talk
and lead by example. a leader has
to do the right thing and must
constantly innovate to motivate our
people, especially the younger
ones. We also underestimate the
value of good communication. This
pandemic has opened our eyes to
the value of direct face to face
communication and the importance
of physical presence in the office
environment. We all need to pick
these up again soon, when it’s safe
to do so.
Share your motto in life
My motto is to choose a career you
like because so much time is spent
at work. it better be satisfying and
constantly motivating. Good luck to
all of you!
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Tan Seng Lee
Senior Lecturer, Sunway University
Your MICPA and career journey
before becoming a lecturer and
your fondest memories.

The prelude to my journey began
one late afternoon in november
1979 when i attended an interview
for the position of articled clerk in the
hope of securing a temporary job
before going on to university to
study science. i vividly remember
the interviewer asking if i knew my
debits and credits, which
immediately made my mind go
blank! Thankfully, he did not await
my reply and told me i could start
work the following day. That night, i
searched the Webster Dictionary to
unravel the mystery of the debit and
credit and bravely went to work.
unbeknownst to myself then, i had
joined a Big Four firm and was
thrust into the fascinating, albeit
sometimes dark world of accounting,
auditing and tax. Mesmerised by the
versatility and immense
opportunities of the profession, i
decided not to accept the university
offer and took up articleship instead.
it was a perilous but fun endeavour
as i completed the exams and was
admitted into membership of the
then MaCPa on 24 november 1984.
The journey of the accidental
accountant had thus begun.
i spent a total of seven years at the
Big Four firm, initially learning the
ropes as an articled clerk and
subsequently leading the audit of
companies in the banking,
manufacturing, plantation,
entertainment and oil and gas
industries. The stint in auditing did
not only imbue skills and technical
knowledge but also embedded
traits such as scepticism, discipline
and diligence in my personality. in
an effort to broaden my skillset, i
accepted an offer to join a leading
banking group as Finance Manager

before being promoted to senior
Manager and then Deputy General
Manager. Besides accounting,
treasury and reporting, i was also
involved in credit approvals, asset
liability management, risk
management and credit recovery.
after thirteen years and following a
merger, i left the banking group to
join the national automotive group
which was then struggling in the
aftermath of the asian Financial
Crisis. as CFo / head of Group
Finance, i was responsible for
reporting, treasury management,
funding and developing strategies
for long term financial sustainability.
i remember my second month at
work when i had to address a
gathering of five thousand union
workers to inform them about the
dire condition of the company’s
finances and what needed to be
done together to help it recover.
innovative tools such as VaVe,
Kanban, RoCe and self-auditing
became the order of the day as the
company subsequently made a
strong recovery and recorded its
highest profits and cashflow a few
years later. Following a change in
shareholders, i left to join the
country’s largest water
infrastructure and services
company as executive Director Finance. Four years later on my
fiftieth birthday, i decided to retire
from industry and join the vocation
that had always been my second
calling – academia.
Description of your current role –
what are the important roles you
play professionally?

i am currently a senior lecturer
teaching undergraduate and
postgraduate programs as well as
trainer for corporate clients of the
university. i have a leadership role
as program leader for the

postgraduate accounting program. i
also work with strategic partners to
design and develop postgraduate
modules related to accounting and
finance. i have been a co-opted
member of MiCPa’s education and
Training Committee for the past
three years helping to shape the
future of accounting education.
What inspired you to take up
teaching?

Teaching, sharing and facilitating
have always been my passion. My
first full time job at eighteen was a
teacher in a private school. i taught
maths to sixteen years old students
who had failed their lower
Certificate of education exam in
Form 3. it was a requirement then
to pass the exam in order to
continue their education. i was
humbled by the faith that these
students had placed in me and the
memorable experience left a lasting
impression. During my auditing
days with the Big Four firm, i
volunteered at every opportunity to
teach new aspiring auditors. a few
years ago, i met a senior partner in
another Big Four firm and he
recalled how he attended my audit
training session during his early
days! it is moments like this that
makes it all worthwhile and it was
destined that my last full-time job
will be in teaching.
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Challenges faced as a lecturer
and how you overcome them

The biggest challenge that i faced
as a second career academic was
the fact that teaching is a very
individual profession. i do not have
a secretary to manage my teaching
schedule, make appointments for
consultations, prepare PowerPoint
slides and answer calls from irate
parents when they discover their
children had been missing lectures.
i do not have support staff to assist
with development of teaching
materials, assessment, marking
and grading. however, i was
fortunate to have developed
sufficient computing skills as i was
very hands on throughout my
career. i was also fortunate to have
the necessary mindset to quickly
adapt to the new environment. i
was offered a teaching position in
the university two weeks before the
start of the semester. it was a quick
introduction to teaching pedagogy
and then immediately i had to
develop teaching materials as the
accounting and Finance program
had been recently introduced. i was
not pleased with the learning
outcomes and assessment and
decided to commit to some
changes. it was a very stressful two
weeks which has now turned into
twelve satisfying years.
As a lecturer, how has the MICPA
qualification + membership
helped you in the teaching
profession?

The MiCPa qualification and
membership set me on the path to
a fairly successful career as a
professional accountant and
allowed me to accumulate skills,
knowledge and experiences that i
am able to share with students.
one of the popular topics that i
discuss is the number of places that
i have visited for work, which is
quite extensive as i had been a
director of subsidiary companies in
europe, us, australia and China.
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This is useful to dispel the myth that
the accountants' job is deskbound
and there is very little opportunity to
travel – something that the younger
generation crave. i share stories of
stock counts in a timber camp deep
in the jungle, bank cash counts that
require you to be locked in the bank
vault, negotiations with former KGB
agents who share their kill counts to
intimidate you and many more. The
MiCPa qualification and
membership had provided me with
an arsenal of anecdotes and
narratives to differentiate my
teaching.
Key attributes you have
developed / relied on to keep you
going strong in the academic
profession
i discovered that passion, patience
and persistence are key to a career
in academia. The lower
remuneration with no share options
would infer that professional
accountants who dedicate their
career to academia must be driven
by passion (or foolishness).
Teaching accounting and finance
subjects in particular require
patience as not all students have
the same level of numeracy skills or
are able to appreciate abstract
accounting concepts. Teachers
must be persistent and not give up
on weak or slow students or
students who are not interested in
learning. in my opinion, these
attributes should be embodied in an
oath for teachers similar to the
hippocratic oath for doctors.
Why do you think students
should choose the MICPA
Programme?

The MiCPa Programme is
innovative, dynamic, has wide
acceptance by employers and is
quality assured by a strong partner.
The program syllabus addresses
the needs of local stakeholders and
prepares you for global
opportunities. The required training
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under a MiCPa approved Training
employer will empower students
with exemplary soft skills and
practical knowledge. My own
personal journey is testimony to the
fact that the MiCPa program will
prepare students for a successful
career in accounting.
What advice would you give to
rising young accounting
professionals?

When i first practised accounting, i
had to manually write up the sales
and purchases journals, cash
books and general ledgers that
weighed a ton. i had to use a
calculator to cast the different
columns, draw charts freehand and
type out financial statements using
a manual typewriter. Today,
technology has transformed the
profession and will continue to
rapidly spearhead changes. young
accounting professionals must
embrace these changes and realign
their competencies to stay ahead.
skills in data analytics, data
interrogation, innovative thinking,
networking, negotiation and
continuous development are a
given in the new digital world.
What advice would you give
someone going into teaching for
the first time?

new academics need to embrace
the technological revolution in the
teaching profession to remain
relevant. Knowledge and
information is now readily available
anytime, anywhere on the internet,
making the opportunities for
learning limitless. at the same time,
there is a deluge of tools and new
applications to facilitate teaching
and learning. academics need to
continuously learn and be prepared
to explore and experiment with new
ideas and tools to facilitate teaching
and learning to the new generation.

